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Abstract 
 
English 

Fiction is used for educational purposes in various fields such as engineering, law and 

higher education. In medical education, the theories of medical humanities and narrative 

medicine propose that engaging with fictional works can provide opportunities for medical 

students and physicians to develop central professional skills such as emotional awareness 

and empathy, which can help mitigate the documented empathy decline which occurs dur-

ing medical training. Despite extensive research about fiction inclusion in medical educa-

tion, there is very limited research on the in-situ processes of fiction use, and how emo-

tional aspects of the medical profession can be conceptualised in fiction discussions. This 

thesis investigates the intersection of fiction, interaction and emotion in medical educa-

tion. The purpose of the study is to contribute knowledge on the ways emotion can be con-

structed in medical education as affective stances and as professional emotions that med-

ical students need to learn how to manage. Discursive psychology (DP) forms the theoret-

ical and methodological framework to analyse 58 hours of video- and audio-recorded fic-

tion seminars from two Swedish medical schools. Emotion from a DP perspective is un-

derstood not as a reflection of an inner experience, but as an interactionally achieved phe-

nomenon, deployed in the formation of social action. Results show that reflection and re-

flective practices are imbedded in fiction seminars, and that affective stances are con-

structed as a student resource to manage intensity, control, assessment and accountabil-

ity. Furthermore, the professional emotions of physicians are constructed as emotional 

labour which students need to prepare for, and the feeling rules of the medical profession 

are constructed as calibrations of emotions which are both fluid and changeable. The task 

of learning professional emotion is oriented to as troublesome by students as it might in-

terfere with their focus on managing student identities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Abstract 
 

Svenska 

Fiktion används i utbildningssyften inom flera fält så som ingenjörsutbildningen och ju-

ristutbildningen, samt inom högre utbildning. Skönlitteraturanvändande på läkarutbild-

ningen utgår ofta från teorier från medicinsk humaniora och narrativ medicin som menar 

att fiktion kan ge läkarstudenter och läkare möjlighet att utveckla viktiga professionsför-

mågor som emotionell medvetenhet och empati, vilket kan hjälpa till att motverka den 

nedgång i empati som enligt forskning sker hos läkarstudenter under sin utbildning. Trots 

omfattande forskning om fiktion på läkarutbildningen, finns det mycket lite forskning som 

detaljerar de praktiker när skönlitteratur används, och hur de emotionella aspekterna av 

läkaryrket kan begreppsliggöras i fiktionssamtal. Denna avhandling undersöker skär-

ningspunkten mellan fiktion, interaktion och emotion i läkarutbildningen. Syftet med stu-

dien är att bidra till kunskap om hur känslor kan konstrueras inom läkarutbildningen som 

två emotionella aspekter - affektiv positionering och professionella känslor - som erfaren-

heter och förmågor som läkarstudenter behöver lära sig. Diskursiv psykologi (DP) formar 

det teoretiska och metodologiska ramverket för att analysera 58 timmar av video- och ljud-

inspelade fiktionsseminarier från två svenska läkarutbildningar. Känslor kan ur ett DP-

perspektiv förstås inte som en reflektion av inre upplevelser, utan som ett fenomen som 

skapas genom interaktion, och som kan användas för att åstadkomma social handling. Re-

sultaten visar att reflektion och reflektiva praktiker är en del av fiktionssamtal, och att 

affektiva positioneringar kan konstrueras som en studentresurs för att hantera intensitet, 

kontroll, bedömning och ansvarsutkrävande. Vidare kan läkares professionella känslor 

konstrueras som emotionellt arbete som studenter behöver förberedas för, där känslo-

mässiga regler konstrueras som flytande och föränderliga kalibreringar av känslor. Upp-

giften att lära sig professionella känslor som ett verktyg, konstrueras som problematisk av 

läkarstudenterna eftersom uppvisandet av kunskap inför andra studenter kan störa kon-

struktionen av deras studentidentitet.  
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INTRODUCTION 

            Dr Meredith Grey:  - So when giving a patient the bad news you  

             want to be polite and detached, but not cold.  

 

Norman:            - How can you be detached but not cold? 

 

Dr Meredith Grey: - You show that you care without actually allowing  

                                      yourself to care, because if you get too emotional,  

                                    then they get scared, and then they get emotional, 

              and that’s bad. 

Extract from Grey’s Anatomy, season 4, episode 4, “The heart of the matter” 

(Zisk, 2007) 

 

Enjoying popularity for over 15 years, the hospital-based TV series Grey’s Anatomy 

here illustrates the layman view of physicians as people who should not let their 

own emotions show when dealing with patients. Dr Meredith Grey, the experi-

enced physician, teaches the new intern Norman how to follow protocol when giv-

ing bad news to patients. This protocol encompasses a balancing act – to show car-

ing without feeling any emotions, and to be detached without seeming cold – a 

difficult feat to pull off convincingly. Being a physician who is overcome by their 

own emotions is phrased as a problem that could also subsequently affect the pa-

tient.  
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The stereotype of the cold and aloof physician still exists, both in popular culture 

and in medical education (Ofri, 2013), and Ofri concludes that  

 

Every hospital dutifully includes the word compassion somewhere in its 

mission statement. Every medical school rhapsodizes about the ideals 

of caring. But the often unspoken (and sometimes spoken) message in 

the real-life trenches of medical training is that doctors shouldn’t get too 

emotionally involved with their patients. Emotions cloud judgment, stu-

dents are told. /…/ But no matter how it’s portrayed, and no matter how 

many high-tech tools enter the picture, the doctor-patient interaction is 

still primarily a human one. And when humans connect, emotions by 

necessity weave an underlying network. (Ofri, 2013, pp. 4-5) 

 

The experience of going through medical education can be challenging, as students 

are faced with emotionally difficult situations during training (Weurlander et al., 

2019). In addition, students are asked to not only grasp anatomical, biological, 

chemical and physiological knowledge, but also to understand how to ‘become doc-

tors’, in order to appropriately put their skills to use. In this process of becoming, 

emotions are at the heart of a professional physician identity. Medical students 

need to prepare for a working life which is filled with “joy, frustration, satisfaction, 

anguish and sorrow, which can influence not only their clinical performance, but 

also their motivation to practise medicine” (Artino Jr, 2013, p. 1062). For medical 

education institutions, a crucial task is to provide teaching of emotional compe-

tency, by preparing students for the emotional challenges of the medical profes-

sion, and by teaching them the emotional awareness that physicians need to 
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understand their own emotional reactions and the emotions of patients 

(McNaughton, 2013).  

 

In the process of becoming physicians, students are asked to find a balance be-

tween conflicting ideals about emotion, humility, strength and objectivity, where 

“balance means not having too much of either” (Lindberg, 2012, p. 58), and where 

the right way of feeling or being might not always be clear. What Lindberg de-

scribes is a complex situation for medical students, who are asked to balance be-

tween conflicting ideals of how a professional physician should conduct them-

selves, and to avoid the pitfalls of being ‘too much’ or ‘too little’ of anything. How-

ever difficult this may be for students to navigate, these sets of conflicting and op-

posing ideals could also signify opportunities for growth and dynamism, and the 

fact that professionalism is always a question of negotiation and difference of opin-

ion (Lindberg, 2012).  

 

The emotional aspects of professional development are taught in different ways in 

medical education. Often, emotional professionalism is taught through the inclu-

sion of the humanities (see for example Bleakley, 2015; Shapiro, Nixon, Wear, & 

Doukas, 2015). Through creative writing, literary analysis and fiction and film dis-

cussions, medical students are invited to engage emotionally with fictional works 

in ways which are thought to benefit their development of professional emotional 

skills. One of the reasons why medical education institutions in recent years have 

focused on emotional awareness and empathy as important professional skills, is 

the documented decline in empathy which medical students undergo during their 

education. In this context, empathy is often vaguely defined as a cognitive, 
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measurable and trainable quality within the individual, separated from behaviours 

interpreted by patients as ‘empathetic’ (e.g., Sulzer, Feinstein, & Wendland, 2016). 

Empathy decline – a problem in medical education 

Empathy decline became a concern for researchers of medical education when Ho-

jat et al. (2004) discovered that medical students’ empathy scores declined during 

their third year of training, despite focused efforts to teach empathy as part of pro-

fessional values and skills. Since then, research has shown a persistent empathy 

decline during students in internship (Bellini & Shea, 2005) and that empathy de-

cline begins already in first year of medical education (Nunes, Williams, Sa, & 

Stevenson, 2011). Some research suggests that this empathy decline may even 

compromise the development of a constructive professional identity (Neumann et 

al., 2011). It is argued that this empathy decline occurs because medical education 

has failed to teach students how to work with their own emotions (e.g., Bleakley, 

2014). More recent studies using other quantitative measuring tools have since nu-

anced the image of empathy decline, suggesting that empathy decline in students 

might not be as large as earlier findings showed (Roff, 2015). Roff however con-

cludes that more sophisticated tools for studying emotion and empathy in medical 

students are needed for a more complex understanding of the phenomenon (2015). 

Hatem and Halpin (2019) suggest that empathy decline in medical students can be 

challenged through reflection, in groups or alone, so that students move from “the 

expectation of changing their behaviors to changing their very identity, moving 

from doing the tasks of doctoring to embodying the identity of a physician, and 

from the ongoing process of becoming to the integrated sense of ‘being’ a doctor” 

(Hatem & Halpin, 2019, pp. 45-46). 
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Research has already established the importance of the effects of fiction in medical 

education (see the following review chapters) but to date there has been almost no 

research examining the processes through which professional emotional skills are 

developed within fiction seminars. In this thesis, the intersection between fiction, 

interaction and emotion in medical education is investigated. This study sheds 

light on the interactional practices of fiction seminars in medical education and 

how emotional aspects of the medical profession are constructed in this setting.  

Affective stance and professional emotion 

For the purposes of this thesis, a socio-constructionist approach to emotion 

(Edwards, 1997a) is used. This perspective understands emotions as social actions, 

constructed in and through language and nonverbal gestures, formed in interac-

tion, in relation to social norms for that specific context (Kemper, 1981). Emotions 

are understood as constructed and shaped in interaction while also constructing 

interaction itself (Goffman, 1967). Such a perspective focuses on emotion as it is 

brought into relevance by people participating in interaction, and treats emotion 

both as a social action in and of itself, and as a discursive device deployed in the 

construction of other social actions (Edwards, 1997b).  

 

In this thesis, two concepts of emotion – affective stance (Harness Goodwin, 

Cekaite, & Goodwin, 2012) and professional emotion – are used to illustrate the 

way two different aspects of emotion are oriented to by students and tutors in fic-

tion seminars. This distinction is not theoretical, but a participant’s distinction be-

tween the two concepts. The first concept, affective stance, entails constructions of 

emotion as a presumed ‘emotive state’, where students or tutors construct 
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experiences of, for example, anger or sadness. The second concept, professional 

emotion, entails both the emotional experiences imbedded in a professional phy-

sician’s practices – emotions that medical students need to learn to prepare for – 

and the set of professional emotional skills used by physicians to handle their own 

emotions as well as the emotions of patients and colleagues – the emotional skills 

that medical students need to master during their education.  

 

These two aspects of emotion are related but different in the way they are oriented 

to by students and tutors. Thus, both how affective stances and professional emo-

tions are constructed in interaction by the participants is at the heart of this thesis 

(in the theory chapter, a detailed account is presented of how discursive psychology 

in general, and a discursive psychological approach to emotion in particular, is 

used in this thesis).  
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AIMS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The overarching aim of this thesis is to contribute knowledge on the ways emotion 

can be constructed in medical education, through a discursive psychological anal-

ysis of the interactional practices of fiction seminars. The overarching aim is 

reached by answering the following empirically driven research questions:  

 

1) How do medical students and tutors construct affective stances and pro-

fessional emotions in fiction seminars? 

 

2) Which social actions are achieved through the deployment of affective 

stances and constructions of professional emotions in fiction seminars?  

 

3) How do students orient to the task of reflecting on fiction seminars as are-

nas for professional emotional development?  

 

This thesis is situated within the intersection of fiction, interaction and emotion in 

medical education. Discursive psychology (DP) forms the theoretical perspective 

on emotion as a socially constructed action in interaction, as well as the methodo-

logical and analytical tool for detailed turn-by-turn transcription and analysis of 

interaction (Jefferson, 2004; Hepburn & Bolden, 2012). A discursive psychological 

analysis of interaction in this context is used to detail the two aspects of emotion 

that students and tutors orient to: affective stance (constructing an ‘emotional ex-

perience’ such as feeling angry, sad, or moved) and professional emotion (con-

structing emotion both as an inevitable part of a physician’s experiences, and as a 
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set of professional emotional skills to handle these experiences). Through this 

analysis, this thesis contributes knowledge about how emotional aspects of profes-

sional skills can be constructed, accounted for, invoked, challenged, questioned, 

and understood in fiction discussions in medical education. 

Structure of thesis 

Below, I present a review of the relevant fields that this thesis aims to contribute 

to. This review is divided into two chapters: first, a chapter detailing research on 

fiction, film and poetry in medical education, and then, a chapter detailing research 

on fiction, emotion and interaction. This is followed by an outline of the theoretical 

perspective of discursive psychology, which is the theoretical, methodological and 

analytical framework for the entire thesis. A special focus lies on the ways the con-

cepts of emotion and affect are understood from an interactional perspective, and 

how they are joined together to inform the ways students and tutors ‘do emotion’ 

as well as construct emotion as part of a future working life. Then, I move to an 

outline of methodological and analytical choices in the organisation of data collec-

tion and analysis. Finally, the four articles of the thesis are briefly presented, as 

well as a discussion of the results and the contribution of the thesis. 
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RESEARCH ON FICTION IN MEDICAL EDUCATION 

This section presents an overview of research on the use of fiction, film and poetry 

in medical education, in order to situate the current research and to illustrate how 

the thesis contributes to this field.  

Fiction as a didactic tool in professional education  

The power ascribed to fiction to impact people in positive ways is noticeable in 

various fields of research. One such example is the field of bibliotherapy, where it 

is argued that fiction can have therapeutic effects on a reader, depending on the 

specific text and the specific reader in combination (Ihanus, 2009; Pettersson, 

2009). Researching this field, Persson (2011) has shown how bibliotherapeutic 

texts can position the reader as ‘sick’ and the text as the ‘medicine’, where the in-

herently ‘good’ in fiction will turn the reader into a good person. Another example 

is found in research about fiction use in prisons. There, reading fiction has been 

found to be important for mental well-being and self-discovery, especially for 

women prisoners in the US, where in recent years fiction has been limited and con-

trolled in various ways (Sweeney, 2008, 2012). Fiction is also claimed to have ped-

agogical uses in developing skills such as self-awareness, emotional awareness and 

reflective ability (Pettersson, 2008; Ihanus, 2009; Palm, 2009; Pettersson, 2009). 

Perhaps, this is why fiction has been used as a didactic tool in professional educa-

tion, e.g. in law (Alsheimer, 2004), engineering (Segall, 2002; Derjani-Bayeh & 

Olivera-Fuentes, 2011) computer science (Goldsmith & Mattei, 2014) and graduate 

programmes in social work (Mendoza et al., 2012; Beise & Sherr, 2015). However, 
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fiction is most prevalent in medical education (e.g., Hawkins & McEntyre, 2000; 

Evans, 2007; Bleakley, 2015).  

 

The pedagogical practices of including the humanities in medical education are of-

ten illustrated through descriptions of pedagogical projects using fiction, art, film 

and poetry in medical education (e.g., Tischler, 2010; Blasco & Moreto, 2012; 

Bernhardsson, Lundin, & Stenbeck, 2021). These texts detail how courses includ-

ing fiction are taught, which materials are used and how they are used, and the 

authors often encourage other medical education teachers to start using fiction and 

art in their courses, because they claim to see positive results from it. Some texts 

illustrate the negative attitudes that students might exhibit towards inclusions of 

fiction and art in their education. For example, Wear and Aultman (2005) detail 

how their students showed resistance towards narratives where the main charac-

ters do not conform to mainstream norms about sexuality, race, or social class. 

Students denied the existence of social injustice, while also claiming that taking 

social injustice into account went beyond the responsibilities they would have as 

future physicians (Wear & Aultman, 2005). Others describe students’ reactions af-

ter fiction courses as positive, such as students self-reporting that the experience 

resulted in an increase in empathy (Shapiro & Rucker, 2003), an increased under-

standing of others, an improvement in reflection and communication (Welch & 

Harrison, 2016), and increased motivation and wellness (Bryant, 2021).  

 

The educational methods of using fiction, film and poetry in medical education are 

often, but not always, based on theoretical foundations within medical humanities 

and narrative medicine. Although neither of these theories are used in this thesis 

to analyse or explain data, they are briefly described below to illustrate the most 
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common theoretical assumptions underlying the practices of fiction seminars in 

medical education.   

Medical humanities and narrative medicine 

Medical humanities and narrative medicine are complex and related fields. They 

can be understood as fields of research, as pedagogical practices, and as teaching 

methods. To further complicate matters, not all researchers of fiction and art in 

medical education use the terms ‘medical humanities’ or ‘narrative medicine’ to 

describe their research, and if these terms are used, they are defined in hetero-

genous ways. Additionally, not all medical schools that include the humanities in 

their curriculum draw specifically on theories from medical humanities or narra-

tive medicine to do so.  

 

The term ‘medical humanities’ emerged in the 1960s in the USA, where the first 

institute of medical humanities was formed (Dolan, 2015), and has since spread 

across the world (Gordon, 2005; Evans & Greaves, 2010). It is now fairly estab-

lished in medical schools in both the US and the UK (Strickland, Gambala, & 

Rodenhauser, 2002), and also exists in Scandinavia, Asia and Australia. Medical 

humanities comprises an interdisciplinary field where medicine is joined with di-

verse theoretical perspectives from fields such as philosophy, sociology, art, litera-

ture, music, history and theology (Gordon, 2005). The foundation of medical hu-

manities theories lies in a keen interest in the sick person’s experience, and an aim 

to counterbalance the more positivist focus within medicine on measurable out-

comes, pragmatic solutions and what is interpreted as a reductionist view on hu-

man beings (Donzelli, 2015). The potential in literary texts to prepare physicians 
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more thoroughly for the complexity of the clinical encounter is often highlighted 

(e.g., Ahlzén, 2010).  

 

A related and equally heterogenous term is ‘narrative medicine’, which was formed 

by a group of scholars and clinicians at Columbia University, New York, in the be-

ginning of the 2000s (Charon, 2017), and defined by one of the founders as a sub-

discipline of medical humanities (Charon, Ship, & Asch, 2020). Often, narrative 

medicine refers to a more specific focus on stories and narratives from both pa-

tients and physicians, and how these stories are central to the understanding of 

illness and suffering (Charon, 2001b). 

Outcomes of fiction inclusion in medical education 

There is a large body of research examining the possible outcomes and effects of 

the inclusion of fiction, film and poetry in medical education. Much of this research 

focuses on the evaluation of courses in medical humanities or narrative medicine, 

and such coursework can focus on different aesthetic forms, such as art, music and 

creative writing, and on subjects such as philosophy or history, in addition to fic-

tional works. This means that many empirical articles about the effects of medical 

humanities or narrative medicine do not focus on the use of fiction, film and po-

etry. For the scope of this thesis, which uses data from medical students in fiction 

seminars, I have chosen to focus this review on empirical papers specifically focus-

ing on fiction, film and poetry for undergraduate students in medical education. 

Empirical papers about other aspects of medical humanities or narrative medicine 

courses have been excluded from the review. 
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Empathy and professional development 

In the vast body of research about fiction inclusion in medical education, only two 

articles were found which presented empirical data from the actual educational 

activities where fiction was used, rather than data before or after the inclusion of 

fiction. The first was an early analysis of recorded fiction seminars by Petersson 

and Årheim (2010), which showed that medical students in fiction discussions en-

gaged with fictional characters and discussed them as real people, which created 

the potential for identification and empathy. A second article by Scoy et al. (2018), 

details the adaptation of a specific communication methodology (CQA) to small 

group settings in medical education, using data comprising recorded seminars 

from three groups of 22 first-year medical students and three tutors. Analysis 

showed that the communication methodology was successfully adapted to this set-

ting, and could be used to measure quality in communication. The authors describe 

this as an observational study of “medical humanities small group discussions” 

(Scoy et al., 2018, p. 61), but as there is no presentation of the kind of materials or 

texts that were used in discussions, or how they were used, this study does not 

contribute to understanding of the practices of fiction seminars.  

 

Besides these two articles, an article by Paz, Shafat and Almog (2021) is described 

by the authors as a prospective observational study of small group discussions 

about narrative fictional texts, where the aim was to investigate if fiction seminars 

could improve medical students’ interpretative skills. However, the data described 

in the article entails information from questionnaires filled in by students before 

and after the seminars (Paz, Shafat, & Almog, 2021), and no observational data 

from the small group discussions is presented. Besides these papers, no research 
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was found detailing empirical data from the educational practices of fiction inclu-

sion in medical education.  

 

More common in this field are articles using surveys, interviews or written assign-

ments, or reports about students’ opinions. Some of these articles indicate that 

there are positive outcomes of fiction inclusions in medical education related to 

empathy, reflective skills, emotional awareness and perspective-taking. One exam-

ple is a study of 22 second-year students’ reflective writing assignments from an 

elective study module of 14 seminars, using art forms such as novels, poems, film 

and drama (Lazarus & Rosslyn, 2003). Results showed that students were very en-

thusiastic about the course, and claimed that the coursework had developed their 

professional and clinical skills and prepared them for future interactions with pa-

tients, and that it had also given them more insight into the emotions of both pa-

tients and themselves (Lazarus & Rosslyn, 2003). These results are supported by 

another study of 97 written reflections from first-year students which show that 

students believed that narrative medicine had helped them to develop, among 

other things, empathy and self-awareness, and that they believed these skills could 

help them in forming a holistic professional identity (Cunningham et al., 2018). 

The same results were found by another longitudinal study of 12 students’ written 

reports (Arntfield, Slesar, Dickson, & Charon, 2013).  

 

In articles using data from pre- and post-tests, results show that fiction and the 

humanities seem to influence medical students’ empathy test scores. One such 

study compared a group of 25 medical students taking an elective course in the 

humanities to a group of 44 students who did not take the course (Graham et al., 

2016). Although analysis of pre- and post-tests results showed empathy decline for 
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all students, the empathy decline was smaller for students in the humanities course 

(Graham et al., 2016). This is consistent with results from a mixed-methods inter-

vention study of an elective literature course (Shapiro, Morrison, & Boker, 2004). 

Results from pre- and post-quantitative intervention data in the form of empathy 

test scores, as well as group interviews before and after the elective literature 

course, showed that empathy results actually increased after the intervention 

(Shapiro, Morrison, & Boker, 2004). Another mixed-methods study of poetry in-

clusions in family medicine courses showed effects on empathy in two different 

ways. Empathy scores in tests increased for 92 third-year students after the poetry 

course, and in 87 analysed self-report comments after the poetry inclusion, a ma-

jority of the 72 students participating in the qualitative study claimed that they 

found poetry coursework to be beneficial for their development as professional 

physicians, as well as for their empathetic development (Shapiro, Duke, Boker, & 

Ahearn, 2005).  

 

Systematic reviews of studies of fiction inclusion in medical education often also 

include studies which are not relevant for this thesis, such as studies about prac-

ticing physicians, or studies focusing on art, music or creative writing instead of 

fiction. However, as systematic reviews are common in this field of research, I have 

still included some examples. One such study investigated articles published be-

tween 2004 and 2012, describing interventions aimed at developing empathy and 

combatting empathy decrease in medical students. Some of the included articles 

used fiction, creative writing, art and other elements of medical humanities and 

narrative medicine, whereas other articles focused more on other aspects, such as 

communication skills training. Overall, the systematic review found an increase in 

empathy reported by 15 of the 18 articles included in the study (Batt-Rawden, 
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Chisolm, Anton, & Flickinger, 2013). Another systematic review about narrative 

medicine and its effects on medical students and practicing physicians, showed 

that the included nine qualitative and quantitative studies published after 2000 

could present evidence of student enjoyment, increased communication skills and 

personal and professional growth (Barber & Moreno-Leguizamon, 2017). A third 

systematic review of 36 articles about narrative medicine-based activities pub-

lished from 2000 and onwards, came to somewhat conflicting conclusions: alt-

hough the review found evidence that there were positive, measurable effects on 

students’ attitudes, knowledge and skills after participating in narrative medicine 

courses, it also found a great variance in the strength of evidence presented that 

fiction, film and art actually could be correlated to the effects that studies claimed 

(Milota, van Thiel, & van Delden, 2019).  

 

There are also systematic reviews which, rather than focusing on measurable re-

sults regarding empathy and other aspects of learning, try to qualitatively illustrate 

the fields of medical humanities, narrative medicine and other research on fiction, 

film and art in medical education. For example, a study using qualitative meta syn-

thesis found four themes in 49 articles published from 1995 to 2014, from this field 

of research: 1. different ways in which the arts can promote learning, 2. illustra-

tions of how students engage with art, 3. discussions about long- and short-term 

effects of using art and fiction in medical education, 4. reflections on the special 

considerations that must be addressed in order to successfully include art and fic-

tion in the medical curriculum. The systematic review also included nursing edu-

cation articles in their sample. The possibilities that art and fiction can create for 

learning were highlighted in the study (Haidet et al., 2016).  
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Student resistance and lack of evidence 

In the field of fiction and medical education, there is also research illustrating neg-

ative student opinions about fiction inclusion. An article which explored results 

from several other studies defined three major types of criticism that medical stu-

dents directed at medical humanities and narrative medicine coursework: criticism 

towards content which students deemed to be irrelevant for their future clinical 

practice, criticism towards teaching methods where the demands of personal re-

flection and sharing were considered by students to be intrusive, and criticism to-

wards structure and organization of medical humanities inclusions in medical ed-

ucation (Shapiro, Coulehan, Wear, & Montello, 2009). Another study analysing 52 

student essays found that a quarter of students believed medical education had no 

effect on their empathy and humanistic traits, as they believed that these qualities 

could not be trained or changed (Wear & Zarconi, 2008). This is interesting be-

cause it highlights the potential clash between the goals of pedagogical interven-

tions to develop skills such as empathy, and some students’ opinions about these 

skills as non-trainable, inherent traits rather than learnable skills.  

 

The main points of criticism towards the study of fiction in medical education come 

from systematic reviews, and concern the lack of documented evaluations and the 

vagueness in descriptions of methods and results (e.g., Ousager & Johannessen, 

2010; Perry, Maffulli, Willson, & Morrissey, 2011). A scoping review e of 62 quan-

titative studies published between 1970 and 2013 focusing on empathy increase, 

and related to the field of medical humanities, highlighted the difficulty in drawing 

conclusions from studies of art and fiction inclusion in medical education, because 

of the variation in goals, methods, data gathering and evaluation (Dennhardt, 

Apramian, Lingard, Torabi, & Arntfield, 2016). The problem of using quantitative 
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tools to measure or describe subjective experiences such as personal development, 

emotional awareness or the skill of perspective-taking is also emphasised in other 

systematic reviews (e.g. Schwartz et al., 2009). 

Summary 

Except for the articles by Petersson and Årheim (2010) and Scoy et al. (2018), there 

is, to my knowledge, no empirical research depicting the in-situ processes occur-

ring when medical students engage with fictional works. Most of the research about 

fiction and art in medical education consists of studies using pre- and post-tests, 

surveys or writing assignments where students are asked to evaluate the experi-

ence of working with fiction, and different kinds of systematic reviews. A conclu-

sion which can be made based on current research is that students often enjoy fic-

tion and art, although they sometimes resist the task of sharing personal reflections 

and experiences, and that some students self-report that they have developed em-

pathy, self-awareness and other professional skills, whereas other students believe 

that these skills are not learnable or changeable, but rather fixed character traits 

which a person is born with, or not born with. Results from systematic reviews are 

ambiguous and highlight the difficulty in using quantitative measuring tools on an 

essentially ‘qualitative’, holistic practice, with aims which are not easily quantifia-

ble.  

 

The review presented above showed that the processes where medical students dis-

cuss fiction in-situ has hitherto not been studied. Thus, the results from the large 

body of research about fiction in medical education cannot explain what happens 

in the intersection between fiction, interaction and emotion in medical education, 
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as it unfolds in my fiction seminar data. Detailed interactional analysis about how 

fiction discussions can provide opportunities for medical students to learn about 

the emotional challenges of their future profession, has important pedagogical im-

plications for medical education and the way fiction elements of professional de-

velopment courses are organised. Thus, discursive psychology provides the neces-

sary methodological and analytical tool needed to investigate the interactional 

practices in fiction seminars where students and tutors construct concepts of emo-

tion and professionalism. The next chapter details a review of research connecting 

fiction, interaction and emotion.  
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RESEARCH ON FICTION, INTERACTION AND  

EMOTION 

Since data in this thesis consist of discussions about fictional works, it is important 

to mention some perspectives from literary studies about reading and readers. In 

this chapter, I present a review on the field of fiction and emotion which connects 

this thesis to reader-oriented research on fiction.  

The reader, the text and the emotion 

In this thesis, an underlying assumption about the relationship between fiction and 

reading is that the text is in a sense ‘brought into being’ by the reader, and that 

each reader in turn constructs their own understanding of a text. This way of un-

derstanding readers as co-constructors of a text is researched in a number of dif-

ferent ways within literary studies, and can be divided into two main research ap-

proaches: reader-response criticism and reception theory. Roughly speaking, 

reader-response criticism can be said to focus on the text and its characteristics, 

and how these might influence the reader (Iser, 1978), while also emphasising the 

way readers form interpretative communities which produce meanings from a text 

(Fish, 1980). Reception theory focuses on the way readers or groups of readers 

have responded to a certain text or text type (Harkin, 2005). Both these groups of 

theories or perspectives focus on the relationship between a text and a reader, and 

the boundaries between the two perspectives or approaches are not always easy to 

define. Especially, reader-response as a term works as an umbrella for various and 

sometimes conflicting theories or ideas (Holub, 2003). Both these approaches, 
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however, represent a shift a way from a focus on the author and the presumed 

‘meaning’ of the fictional work.  

 

Research on fiction and emotion orients to two main foci: focus on the reader and 

the factors that can influence a reader’s emotional reaction to fiction (e.g., 

Whiteley, 2011) and focus on aspects of fiction itself such as literary language (e.g., 

Hakemulder, 2004) as the cause of emotional reactions in readers. Sometimes, 

these two are combined and merged in different ways, and therefore, this section 

gives a brief outline of research about fiction and emotion from both a reader per-

spective and from a text perspective.  

Identification, empathy and transportation 

In a brief review of the field of emotion and fiction, it is important to mention the 

term narrative empathy, which was expanded first by Keen (2007). Narrative em-

pathy is defined as an important aspect of the experience of reading fiction, where 

the reader experiences a sharing of emotions, events and perspectives of characters 

through the way these are constructed in the fictional work (Keen, 2013).  

 

A pioneer in the field of fiction and emotion was Hakemulder (2000), who in an 

experimental study found that people who read an extract of a novel about the dif-

ficult lives of Algerian women afterwards showed resistance towards ‘traditional’ 

norms about male superiority over women – results which were not shown for 

readers who read a non-fictional text about the same topic (Hakemulder, 2000). 

These results may imply that fictional works allow readers to identify with other 

people more easily, which could form the basis of empathy.  
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Research seems to suggest that there is a relationship between the ability to be-

come absorbed into a fictional work – to ‘lose oneself in a story’ – and empathy. 

Mar et al. (2006) conducted a study where 94 students took part in several tests to 

show reading habits, perspective-taking, identification with characters and under-

standing of human behaviour. These participants were not subjected to fiction – 

instead, results of the study were based on previous reading experiences, and par-

ticipants were divided into groups of fiction-readers and non-fiction readers based 

on the way they answered questions about their reading habits. Fiction readers 

scored higher in social ability, and the tendency to become absorbed into a story 

correlated to the way a participant then scored on empathy tests (Mar et al., 2006). 

In another study focusing on emotion and transportation, 62 participants were as-

signed to read a fictional text written especially for this study (Johnson, 2012). 

Readers then scored the text based on how much they experienced emotions dur-

ing reading, and they also took a test to show how much they felt transported into 

the fictional world. Participants who were ‘more transported’ into the story exhib-

ited higher affective empathy in tests (Johnson, 2012).  

 

Some research illustrates that there might be a link between emotional experiences 

when reading and empathy in real life, outside of the fictional world. One example 

is a study by Mar, Oatley and Peterson (2009), involving 252 participants who en-

gaged in tests measuring reading habits and personality characteristics. They also 

self-reported on their own levels of imagination and ability to become transported 

into a story, and took part in empathy tests. Frequent reading of fiction and the 

ability to become transported into a story correlated with higher scores on the em-

pathy tests (Mar, Oatley, & Peterson, 2009). These results are supported by a sim-

ilar study in which test results from 69 participants showed a correspondence 
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between frequent fiction-reading and empathy scores (Djikic, Oatley, & 

Moldoveanu, 2013).  

Emotion and textual factors 

The emotional reaction a reader has when reading fiction seems to be connected to 

certain aspects of the fictional work. For example, studies suggest that fiction can 

engage the emotions of a reader when fictional events resonate within the reader 

as connections to previous experiences (Miall, 2011). Cupchik, Oatley and Vorderer 

(1998) conducted a study with 48 psychology students who read four excerpts from 

short stories by James Joyce. Results showed that when students afterwards scored 

their emotional reactions as well as the emotional memories that they had experi-

enced when reading each text, more emotionally written sections where the emo-

tions of characters or events were in focus, scored high on both fresh emotions 

(emotions experienced during reading) and emotional memories, while more de-

scriptive passages scored higher on emotional memories (Cupchik, Oatley, & 

Vorderer, 1998). These results seem to suggest that the type of fictional work may 

play a part in the emotional experiences a reader might have when reading.  

 

In a phenomenological study conducted by Kuiken, Miall and Sikora (2004), 40 

readers read the poem “Rime of the Ancient Mariner” by Coleridge three times 

during one week, and were then asked to choose five passages which they found 

striking in some way. This yielded 198 comments which were analysed to find pat-

terns of meaning constructions. The authors found different kinds of reading ex-

periences identified in these comments, which involved explicit references to the 

reader’s own emotions when reading. These emotions were analysed not as 
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emotional memories but as an interplay between the emotional mood of the poem 

and the emotional state of the reader when reading (Kuiken, Miall, & Sikora, 

2004).  

 

Results from experimental studies of fiction and its effects on Theory of Mind, a 

set of mental abilities connected to empathy and interpersonal understanding, 

support these results. Kidd and Castano’s study (2013), detailing results from five 

different experiments and 86 participants, found that Theory of Mind could be de-

veloped by reading fiction in contrast to non-fictional texts. These results have 

been validated in some replication studies (e.g., Van Kuijk et al., 2018), while other 

studies have contested the original findings (Samur, Tops, & Koole, 2018). Kidd 

and Castano have since commented on this scholarly discussion by explaining that 

their original article described a series of tests in chronological order which yielded 

diverse results (Kidd & Castano, 2018b). Their later study, expanding on the orig-

inal article, concluded that aspects such as the character descriptions of literary 

fiction compared to popular fiction might yield different results regarding Theory 

of Mind and related concepts (Kidd & Castano, 2018a). 

Talk about reading 

When studying fiction in use, some research (discussed above) focuses on the kind 

of textual factors that might play a part in a reader’s emotional experience. In con-

trast, research investigating how readers talk about reading arrives at other results. 

Research from reading groups shows that readers discussing fiction are emotion-

ally engaged with characters and their behaviours, and that these topics are central 

in book talks (Peplow, 2016). Readers shift between the perspectives of different 
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fictional characters when talking, and this also plays a part in the emotional re-

sponses of readers (Whiteley, 2011).  

 

Emotion also plays an important part in reading activities in higher education. 

Drawing on their experiences from a two-year teaching module across four univer-

sities, Poletti et al. (2014) argue for more awareness about the ways that emotion 

can both aid and hinder students’ learning to become engaged readers. Rather than 

treating students’ negative affective responses, such as feeling bored or frustrated, 

as an obstacle of teaching, Poletti et al. (2014) argue that if teachers can 

acknowledge and mobilise all kinds of affective responses from students, including 

feelings of boredom, frustration and even hatred, these can in turn be beneficial 

for learning (Poletti, Seaboyer, Kennedy, Barnett, & Douglas, 2014). 

 

So, in summary, the relationship between fiction and the emotional reactions of 

readers has been studied through various perspectives. The results seem to suggest 

that there are specific characteristics of fictional texts which could make a reader 

react differently than when reading non-fiction. Reading habits and having the 

skill of transportation also seem to be connected in various ways to high scores on 

empathy tests. Emotion is a central aspect in talk about reading, and something 

that readers often orient to in discussions. In the next section, focus turns to more 

specific interactional research on fiction, to explore the way readers talk about 

reading in more detail.  
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Discursive research on reading, identity and emotion 
 
Research combining reception theory and discursive psychology is sometimes 

called discursive reception research (Eriksson, 2002; Eriksson Barajas, & Ar-

onsson, 2009), and focuses on capturing the processes where readers make sense 

of their reading experiences together with others. The strength of using discursive 

psychology to analyse book talks is that through careful and detailed analysis of 

interaction, the processes where readers create a shared reading and understand-

ing of a fictional text are revealed. In this section, I illustrate this field through 

some examples.  

 

In an ethnographic study using video- and audio-recorded data from pre-existing 

reading groups from six countries, Benwell (2009) found that in delicate situa-

tions, such as when expressing sympathy for a racist character, participants used 

rhetorical strategies such as extreme case formulations to condemn the racist views 

of the character while simultaneously constructing sympathy for this individual. 

Benwell (2009) describes fiction talk as a co-constructed, negotiated process of in-

teraction. In another international study of book groups, interactional analysis 

showed how anti-racist stances were simultaneously treated as self-evident and as 

something which involved accountability, often by referring to an imagined racist 

‘other’ (Benwell, 2012). 

 

Fiction talk can also be used to manage identity in different ways. For example, 

video-recorded data of the ‘book circles’ which teachers and 10- to 14-year-old pu-

pils took part in as part of regular school activities, showed that pupils in booktalk 

can position themselves as avid or struggling readers, and that these positions are 
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invoked in interaction (Barajas Eriksson & Aronsson, 2009). Another study using 

the same data showed that fiction talk was used to construct ‘otherness’, when 

groups of pupils were compared to textual characters in talk, and differences and 

contrasts between these groups were highlighted (Eriksson & Aronsson, 2005).  

 

There is some interactional research on fiction and emotion, although this field is 

still quite limited. Often, these articles do not focus on how emotion is constructed 

in interaction about fiction – instead, emotion emerges as a theme among other 

themes. For example, in a naturalistic study by Swann and Allington (2009), the 

researchers found 16 reading groups which regularly met to discuss fiction. The 

researchers video-recorded and took notes during two meetings with each group, 

and had informal interviews with group members after the meetings. One theme 

found in the results was the way subjective emotional experiences, such as disliking 

a book or feeling moved by it, were used to mitigate an evaluation of a fictional text, 

especially if the evaluation was negative in some way (Swann & Allington, 2009). 

 

Other research has focused on gendered aspects of fiction talk and emotional en-

gagement. For example, an ethnographic study of a group of third-grade boys 

showed that boys in book talks used strategies to, in a way, redefine what counted 

as literacy in the classroom (Bausch, 2007). Results showed that although these 

boys displayed behaviours of not engaging emotionally with books, as they shared 

negative opinions about books and focused on making jokes and laughing during 

book discussions, they were simultaneously relating to the aims of the book dis-

cussion and following the expected norms of what they should talk about in book 

talks (Bausch, 2007).  
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Since interactional research on fiction and emotion is so limited, it is important to 

illustrate the broader field of interactional research on emotion in other contexts 

to situate this thesis.  

Interactional research on emotion 

Researchers have studied emotion through conversation analytical and discursive 

psychological perspectives in different ways. In this thesis, focus lies on interac-

tional research on emotion in institutional settings. Emotion in this context can be 

mobilised to perform different social actions. For example, affective stances or 

emotion discourse can be used to manage accountability in such varied settings as 

police officer interaction (Howard, Tuffin, & Stephens, 2000), and political set-

tings (Augoustinos, Hastie, & Wright, 2011). In institutional settings, research on 

emotion shows that affective stances are constructed in a way which is influenced 

by the structure of interaction in institutional settings, where there are different 

expectations on how participants ‘should behave’ given their role in interaction (for 

example the roles of student and tutor in medical education, or between patient 

and physician) (Heritage & Lindström, 2012).  

 

Affective stances play an important role in the negotiation and alignment of ac-

tions, as shown in an ethnographic study about pupils’ game design (Melander 

Bowden, 2019). Another ethnographic study of seven-year-old pupils showed how 

affective stances could also be mobilised to perform subversiveness, for example 

when used by primary school pupils to respond to a teacher’s instructions  by com-

plying verbally in an exaggerated way, while simultaneously constructing a con-

flicting embodied affective stance (Cekaite, 2020). A third ethnographic study of 
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classroom interaction showed that ‘negative’ affective stances were reciprocally or-

ganised by students and teachers, constantly shifting and changing, where a 

teacher’s construction of the student’s behaviour as ‘morally wrong’ upgraded the 

student’s negative affective stance, which in turn led to modification of the 

teacher’s response (Evaldsson & Melander, 2017). 

 

Interactional research on emotion also encapsulates the embodied resources used 

in constructions of affect and emotion in interaction. Crying and laughter are em-

bodied resources often used in the construction of affect, and both are features in 

fiction seminar data for this thesis. For example, pioneering work on crying and 

how it is achieved interactionally (Hepburn, 2004; Hepburn & Potter, 2007) shows 

how crying is enacted in different ways, and how these enactments of ‘upset’ are 

responded to in institutional interaction. A study by Hepburn and Potter (2012) 

has found that in phone conversations, adult crying is treated as something to be 

accounted for. In institutional settings, the recipient might assume the role of ac-

counting for the disruption of talk that crying creates, such as asking the crying 

party to take their time, or giving reasons for why there are extended stretches of 

silence in interaction (Hepburn & Potter, 2012). Sympathy tokens and continuers 

are common both in data from institutional settings and in data focusing on eve-

ryday talk (Hepburn & Potter, 2012).  

 

In summary, interactional research on emotion and affect shows that these phe-

nomena are more or less collectively constructed, and oriented to as actions which 

need to be accounted for in different ways. In most of this research, emotion and 

affect are phenomena which occur while doing other interactional business such 

as narrating, accounting or assessing. In fiction seminars, in contrast, one of the 
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stated aims is that students should engage emotionally with fictional works, in or-

der to get the opportunity to work with concepts such as empathy, emotional 

awareness and reflection. Therefore, it is not surprising that emotion and affect are 

common features of interaction in fiction seminars, and that these phenomena are 

deployed for a multitude of interactional purposes.  

Summary of the review chapters 

In the two previous chapters, I have presented research on fiction in medical edu-

cation, research on fiction and emotion, and interactional research on emotion. 

This review has shown that there is some evidence of a relationship between fiction 

and professional skills such as emotional awareness and empathy in medical edu-

cation, that emotion and fiction talk can be constructed interactionally to perform 

social actions such as assessments and negotiations, and that fiction can engage 

the emotions of readers in different ways.  

 

This review has also illustrated the lack of empirical research about the ‘black box’ 

of the fiction seminar classroom in medical education. Discursive psychology pro-

vides the tools needed to investigate the educational practice of fiction seminars in 

medical education, which, with two exceptions, has not previously been studied 

empirically and in-situ. Through detailed analyses of these interactional practices, 

this thesis shows how fiction talk in medical education can include the construction 

of both emotion as a professional skill and affective stance as an embodied practice, 

as and how students and tutors orient to these phenomena. The theoretical foun-

dations of discursive psychology are outlined in the following chapter. 
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DISCURSIVE PSYCHOLOGY AS A THEORETICAL 
FRAMEWORK  
 
This thesis uses discursive psychology as a theoretical and analytical framework 

for the understanding of interaction about fiction and emotion as interactionally 

achieved phenomena. As the field and related areas have developed, so have dif-

ferent versions of discursive psychology (DP) evolved: principally a post-structur-

alist and Foucauldian form of DP including macro-analysis of culture and history, 

geared towards social change, and another form which is much closer to some 

forms of conversation analysis (CA), developing ethnomethodological and conver-

sation analytical methods (Tileagă & Stokoe, 2016). In this thesis, the latter, more 

CA-influenced form of DP forms the methodology, because of the focus on in-situ 

constructions of emotion in an institutional setting.  

Core principles of DP 

The term ‘discursive psychology’ was coined by Derek Edwards and Jonathan 

Potter (1992), and it emerged in part as a challenge to cognitivist psychological 

approaches (Tileagă & Stokoe, 2016). DP is a vast and diverse area of research, 

comprising all manners of topics and issues relevant to everyday and institutional 

human interaction. It was first formed as a challenge to the more cognitivist ap-

proach to communication, in which talk could be understood as a reflection of psy-

chological states and aspects such as anger, memory and identity (Tileagǎ & 

Stokoe, 2016). Instead, DP analyses these psychological states in how they are in-

voked, referred to, deployed and constructed in interaction, and how they are 

shaped for the functions they serve (Edwards, 2012).  
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Three core principles form the basis of DP as a theoretical framework. The first 

principle of DP concerns the focus on discourse as both constructed and construc-

tive (Wiggins, 2017). This means that people’s thoughts and opinions are under-

stood not as observable ‘expressions’ of inner experiences, but as interactional 

achievements which can be studied through the way they are manifested in inter-

action, the social actions they perform and the way they are constructed for these 

purposes (Edwards, 2012; Wiggins, 2017). Thus, discourse is constructed through 

various interactional tools, such as words, intonation and gestures – and at the 

same time, this discourse constructs and shapes the understanding of our world. 

This focus on social practices stems from DP’s connection to social construction-

ism (Wiggins, 2017), which treats knowledge and reality not as objective ‘truths’ 

but rather as elements of discourse which are formed, challenged, invoked and de-

ployed through interaction (Edwards, 1997a). From this perspective, what people 

do and say are part of the construction of reality. A table, a chair or a written text, 

are all objects which need to be interpreted and represented, and which do not 

possess any inherent meaning outside of that interpretation (Edwards, 1995). This 

way, DP focuses on epistemological claims of what we can learn about psychologi-

cal concepts through the way they are talked about, negotiated and made relevant 

in interaction (Iversen, 2016). For instance, emotion as studied in current research 

can be considered a socially constructed phenomenon which is, in different ways, 

invoked, challenged and made relevant in interaction, in line with this core princi-

ple.  

 

The second core principle of DP concerns the analysis of interaction in-situ: that 

is, interaction within its context (Wiggins, 2017). This context both shapes and is 

shaped by interaction. For example, the way someone starts crying when talking 
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about a sad event, the intensity and the construction of crying, is shaped by the 

situation and the other people present. Simultaneously, crying affects the situation 

and the people present, and influences their responses to the crying person. Un-

derstanding interaction as it takes place in interaction means studying the way par-

ticipants themselves orient to contextual factors such as institutional roles, like the 

categories of student and tutor, and how they make these contextual factors rele-

vant in interaction (Wiggins, 2017). Discourse is also situated within a rhetorical 

framework, where the construction of one version of events simultaneously disa-

bles other alternative versions. Thus, any expression or opinion or attitude must 

be understood in relation to an argumentative counter-position (Wooffitt, 2005). 

Consequently, for the purposes of this thesis, interaction in institutional contexts 

(such as medical education) is analysed in the way the institution (the university) 

is made relevant to the interactional business at hand, and how participants them-

selves orient to the institutional norms and codes that they are inferring in inter-

action (Hepburn & Wiggins, 2007).  

 

The third core principle concerns the action-oriented focus of DP, where attention 

turns towards the social actions that discourse can perform. This principle builds 

on the two previous principles, and highlights the functions of discursive elements 

in interaction (Wiggins, 2017). This means that from a DP perspective, it is not 

enough to analyse interaction through which words or phrases are used – these 

words or phrases must be analysed within the sequential organisation of interac-

tion, and studied through how they are responded to by others, and how they are 

deployed to perform social actions. In this thesis, analysis focuses on the way af-

fective stance and professional emotion are both constructed and deployed to con-

struct social actions such as assessments and accountability.   
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Conversation analysis has been very important for the development of DP as a the-

oretical and methodological field. One of the important contributions that DP has 

gained from CA is how to generate research questions. Sacks put emphasis on the 

importance of data-driven research, and to pursue issues that come from data ra-

ther than trying to impose pre-conceived ideas on data, and DP has developed this 

notion into an epistemological interest in analysis beyond focusing on the structure 

and organisation of talk (Sacks, 1992; Kent, 2016). Another contribution from CA 

to DP is the focus on naturally occurring data which should be analysed within its 

context.  This focus entailed a shift from previous data methods used by other 

forms of discourse analysis (Potter, 2002; Kent, 2016). 

 

From the traditions of CA, DP has also implemented an understanding of analysis 

as firmly grounded in what participants of interaction themselves orient to as im-

portant, where claims are based on detailed moment-to-moment analysis of inter-

action (Sacks, 1992; Kent, 2016). CA’s focus on detail and rigour in transcription 

and analysis is key in the development of DP. DP research has also built on CA 

findings about structure and organisation of interaction to uncover social actions 

such as descriptions, evaluations and categories (Kent, 2016). The key factor for 

DP researchers, Edwards (1995) claims, is to use CA methods for transcription and 

analysis to uncover psychological phenomena and the social actions these perform.  

 

In summary, DP as a theoretical framework in this thesis allowed for a detailed, 

turn-by-turn analysis of the interactional practices of fiction seminars in medical 

education. Interaction between students and tutors in fiction seminars was ana-

lysed without any a-priori assumptions of which kind of psychological phenomena 

would be made relevant by participants of interaction. Through analysis, the 
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psychological phenomenon of emotion was found, and analysed through the way 

it was constructed as two aspects of emotion by participants – affective stance and 

professional emotion – and how it was mobilised to perform social actions, such 

as managing accountability through subject-object relations (see below).  

 

This way, DP analysis of fiction seminars in medical education provides new 

knowledge about how interaction in this context can provide opportunities for stu-

dents and tutors to conceptualise aspects of emotion which are relevant for profes-

sional development and for the students’ future working life as physicians.  

DP and emotion 

‘Emotion’ is a term with many connotations, but within the social sciences, it is 

often defined as (internal) feelings or reactions, usually by an individual, to events 

or occurrences within the world (Ellis & Tucker, 2015). In contrast, the discursive 

psychological view on emotion, pioneered by Edwards (1999), treats emotion and 

affect as phenomena which are constructed in interaction, and which can form flex-

ible tools to accomplish different social actions, such as accountability, troubles-

telling (Weatherall & Stubbe, 2015), and positioning and managing of identities 

(Edwards, 1999). Emotion discourse is often bound up with event descriptions, at-

tributions of mental health and references to personal characteristics or disposi-

tions (Edwards, 1997b). All references to emotion, it is argued, must be studied in-

situ as they appear in interaction in its context, since emotion in DP is understood 

as both shaping and shaped by the situation in which it is constructed (Childs & 

Hepburn, 2016). Emotion words and categories are influenced by local moral, so-

cial order and historical changes (Edwards, 1997b). This puts emphasis on the 
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importance of studying emotion within its context, focusing on how emotional con-

cepts are constructed for the purposes in which they are used, to construct account-

ability, assessment and attribution (Nikander, 2007). 

 

In this thesis, emotion is studied as a psychological phenomenon which is co-con-

structed, negotiated and challenged by medical students in fiction discussions. The 

focus lies on how emotion is understood by students and tutors, how it is con-

structed in interaction, and how aspects of emotion are deployed to create social 

action, for example making assessments or handling accountability. Treating emo-

tion as a constructed and constructive discursive resource, does not mean a rejec-

tion of the idea that people experience emotions, feelings, and sensations. Rather, 

in this thesis, the epistemological claims of DP are central, and attention is directed 

towards understanding how emotion is made relevant through interactional prac-

tices. The goal is to examine what people do in interaction and which resources 

they use when doing so (te Molder, 2016). The discursive practices of emotion are 

constructed using emotion categories and metaphors (Edwards, 1997b), as well as 

multimodal resources such as intonation, prosody, gestures, gaze (Peräkylä & 

Sorjonen, 2012b), crying, laughter and bodily movements (Haakana, 2012; 

Hepburn & Potter, 2012).  

 

Within interactional research, DP and CA have approached the area of emotion in 

slightly different ways. While DP research has focused on the term emotion 

through the ways emotion categories are used as interactional devices, CA research 

often uses the term affective stance, with a clearer focus on embodied features such 

as laughter. In this thesis, both these terms are combined to comprise two 
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conceptualisations of emotion as they are constructed by participants of my data: 

affective stance and professional emotion.  

 

The term affective stance concerns the way students and tutors ‘do emotion’ as part 

of narratives in the here-and-now (for example through emotion categories such 

as ‘angry’ or ‘moved’, cry voice, laughter or other embodied features). In this thesis, 

affective stances are oriented to both as social actions in and of themselves and as 

discursive resources, mobilised to perform other social actions such as managing 

accountability. The term professional emotion concerns constructions of both the 

inevitable emotional experiences that physicians face in their working life, and a 

set of professional emotional skills that physicians need to handle those emotional 

experiences – and, thus, something that students need to learn in order to become 

professional physicians. 

 

As the research interest this thesis is what emotion ‘does’ in interaction – both as 

an ‘emotive state’ and as a construction of the medical profession as an emotionally 

challenging profession which requires professional emotional skills – the term af-

fective stance is used slightly differently than in CA research, where it is often used 

to describe an emotional state, a mood or feeling being ‘expressed’ through observ-

able conduct (Peräkylä & Sorjonen, 2012a). 

DP and subject-object relations 

Within DP, there is an interest in the way participants of interaction can  manage 

subject-object relations (or mind-world relations, Edwards, 1997a) in different 

ways. Subject-object relations refers to the way a speaker may orient to objects in 
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the world (object-side) or aspects of subjective experience (subject-side) to make 

assessments, handle accountability and manage other social actions. It is im-

portant to note that analyses of subject-object relations are not categorisations 

made by the analyst on the actual objectiveness or subjectiveness of described 

events or objects. Rather, the managing of objective and subjective claims about 

the world and about individuals is part of everyday interaction, and something 

which participants of interaction themselves orient to (Edwards, 2007). Speakers 

can use object-side accounts in descriptions of things or events to put focus on the 

‘factualness’ of their narrative. In contrast, subject-side references to someone 

else’s narrative can be used to undermine the realness or objectivity of that account 

(Edwards & Potter, 1992). Subject-side accounts are bound up with object-side ac-

counts in sophisticated ways where these accounts can be constructed in opposi-

tion to, or in unison with, one another (Edwards, 2007; Edwards & Potter, 2017).  

 

In this thesis, the distinction between subject-side and object-side accounts relates 

to how a student can construct an affective stance as both controlled and intense, 

how students and tutors attribute emotional reactions to themselves or to the fic-

tional works they have engaged with, and how students and tutors construct emo-

tion as being both a subject-side private experience of the physician and as an ob-

ject-side visible manifestation of the subjective experience of emotion, where the 

external, object-side construction of emotion is constructed as problematic for pa-

tients. it also plays a part in how students construct themselves as taking part in 

reflective practices, and managing knowledge displays while also orienting to ‘do-

ing being an ordinary student’.  
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METHODOLOGY AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

Research context: Swedish medical education 

In Sweden, there are at present seven medical programmes at different higher ed-

ucational institutions: the University of Gothenburg, Lund University, Uppsala 

University, Umeå University, Karolinska Institutet, Linköping University and Öre-

bro University. During the time of data collection, the Swedish medical programme 

consisted of first-cycle and second-cycle courses spanning 5.5 years or 330 credits. 

This was followed by two years of internship and residency. Medical licensure was 

awarded after completing residency and passing a final residency exam. In 2021, a 

new medical programme was launched in Sweden. It comprises first-cycle and sec-

ond-cycle courses of 360 credits in total, including a first year of internship and 

residency, and qualifies students to apply for medical licensure after completion. 

The old medical programme is still running for students who were accepted to a 

medical programme prior to 2021. After completing the Swedish medical pro-

gramme, medical students are eligible to apply for a Degree of Master of Science in 

Medicine.  

 

Public-sector universities and university colleges in Sweden are governed by the 

Higher Education Ordinance (under the Higher Education Act). Within the Higher 

Education Ordinance, the System of Qualifications defines the specific qualitative 

targets for the Degree of Master of Science in Medicine, structured around three 

outcome areas: Knowledge and understanding, Competence and skills, and 

Judgement and approach. In total, 23 qualitative targets are specified in this 
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document. Two of these qualitative targets are relevant to the organisation and 

aims of fiction seminars, as these targets specify that the student, after completing 

their education, shall be able to “demonstrate specialised skills for professional in-

teraction with patients and their families, with respect for the integrity, needs, 

knowledge and experience of the patients and their families” and “demonstrate 

self-awareness and the capacity for empathy, as well as a professional approach” 

(SFS 1993:100, 2021). Each medical education institution then constructs their 

own curriculum and syllabi based on the qualitative targets for the Degree of Mas-

ter of Science in Medicine. This means that course structure and content, working 

models and pedagogical tools vary between medical education institutions.  

 

The humanities first entered Swedish medical education as part of professional de-

velopment courses in medical ethics. The Humanistic Medicine programme was 

established at Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, in 1998, and was the first centre 

in Sweden to focus on humanistic sciences and the arts, and their relevance for 

understanding professional medical practice (Ahlzén & Stolt, 2003). Other medical 

education institutions in Sweden were inspired by the Humanistic Medicine cen-

tre, and began to include elements of the humanistic sciences and the arts in their 

curricula, often focusing on fiction, film and poetry.1 Several universities in Swe-

den now have departments or centres focusing on medical humanities in different 

ways (e.g., Kardemark, 2014; Bernhardsson et al., 2021). Fiction, film, poetry, 

 
 
1 In Sweden, according to Håkan Hult, who was deputy vice-chancellor at Linköping university at 
the time, the inclusion of fiction seminars in medical education started at Karolinska Institutet in 
Stockholm. During 2002, the first contact was made with the medical education institution in Lin-
köping and there was a discussion about implementing fiction there too. The idea underlining the 
fiction inclusion was that fiction, it was argued, could give students human experiences that they 
would not have access to in other ways, which in turn could expand their empathy with patients 
and others (Hult, personal communication, 4 March 2020).  
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drama and art were, at the time of data collection, included in various ways in the 

syllabi of six of seven medical education institutions in Sweden.2  

Location, participants and selection process 

Initially, contact was made with all medical education institutions in Sweden to 

enquire about their use of fiction, film and art in professional development courses. 

As stated above, six of seven medical programmes included fiction in one way or 

another in their syllabi at the time of data collection. The medical programmes 

which did not include seminars, discussions or other interactional activities in fic-

tion assignments were assessed as not suitable arenas for data collection, since in-

teraction is central to the theoretical, methodological and analytical framework of 

this thesis. Two programme directors at two different medical education institu-

tions – Greentown and Blueville (note: these names are anonymised) – where fic-

tion seminars were used as a pedagogical strategy in professional development 

courses, agreed to provide contact information to course coordinators to enquire 

about the possibility of data collection during fiction seminars.  

 

In the early part of 2016, I sent an email to the programme coordinator of profes-

sional development in Greentown, asking for permission to contact tutors and stu-

dents to get permission to video-record fiction seminars. The programme coordi-

nator was positive to the idea, and provided contact information to the course co-

ordinator in a course in professional development where fiction seminars were 

used. The course coordinator sent me a list of tutors, who were contacted with an 

 
 
2 Information from medical programme executives at the University of Gothenburg, Lund Univer-

sity, Upsala University, Umeå University, Karolinska Institutet, Linköping University and Örebro 
University through email correspondence from 2016 to 2018. 
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information letter and asked to reply if they wanted to be part of this research pro-

ject. Seven tutors accepted, and the students in each tutor’s group were then con-

tacted with an information letter and asked to reply. The groups of students were 

held intact, meaning that if one student in a group declined to take part, the whole 

group was removed from the project. During the latter part of 2016, the process 

was repeated. In total, 24 seminars were recorded from Greentown. 

 

During the autumn of 2017, contact was made with the programme coordinator of 

professional development at medical education institution number 2, Blueville. 

The same procedure was followed, in that course coordinators provided contact 

information to tutors who were contacted first, and, after they gave their consent 

to participate in the study, their students were contacted. If one student declined, 

the entire group was removed from data collection. In total, 12 seminars were rec-

orded at Blueville. 

 

In summary, data have been collected from 2016 to 2018, comprising 36 seminars 

in total. 9 seminars from both medical schools were recorded by supervisor Kata-

rina Eriksson Barajas, and the remaining 27 seminars from both medical schools 

were recorded by me. Below, the total number of seminars, groups and participants 

in this data are illustrated, as well as the total number of recorded hours of seminar 

data from each medical education institution.  
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Table 1 – Overview of seminars and participants

For the two medical education institutions included in this study, the student 

group as a whole during the years 2016-2018 (when data were collected) consisted 

of about 57% women and 43% men in Greentown and about 54% women and 46% 

men in Blueville. Most students (84%) in Blueville were 20-29 years old, and sim-

ilar numbers were recorded for Greentown. For Blueville, no records were kept of 

the students’ birth country, but for Greentown, 31% of students enrolled 2016 were 

either born outside of Sweden or had two parents born outside of Sweden. 

The organisation of fiction seminars in Greentown and Blueville

For both medical schools included in this data, fiction seminars formed part of 

courses in professional development, ethics and patient-centred care which ran 

through the entire curriculum of each medical school. Fiction seminars were in-

cluded in different parts of these courses: sometimes during term one of medical 

education, but also in terms 4, 8 or 12. Student group sizes ranged from seven to 

16 students, and one or two tutors for each group. The tutors came from different 

fields: most were practicing physicians, while some were literary scholars or inter-

disciplinary academics. Sometimes, a literary scholar and a physician shared

Number of 
seminars

Number of 
groups

Number of participants
(students and tutors) Recorded hours

University 1
Greentown 24 8 64 38

University 2
Blueville 12 12 178 20

Total 36 20 242 58
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tutorship of the group. Tutors who were physicians usually had no literary training, 

but had volunteered for the teaching assignment because of their interest in fiction.  

 

In preparation for tutorship of fiction seminars, tutors were informed about the 

aims of the seminars, formulated by the course coordinators, and the students re-

ceived the same information. Of course, the organisation and aims of fiction semi-

nars varied between the two medical schools, and the courses where fiction semi-

nars were used. There were, however, some similarities in how the aims were 

phrased regardless of medical school, course or term: fiction seminars or discus-

sions were framed as a way to enhance students’ professionality with regards to 

empathy, emotional awareness, patient understanding, reflection and self-

knowledge. Tutors who were practicing physicians were given no specific instruc-

tion or training in how to organise fiction discussions so as to reach the aims of the 

seminars, and had a large amount of freedom to shape the fiction seminars to-

gether with each student group. The length of fiction seminars varied, from 40 

minutes to almost 3 hours, and was sometimes decided by tutors and students. 

Sometimes there was just one fiction seminar during a course in professional de-

velopment, and other times there were up to six seminars in a series where the 

same group discussed different fictional texts. Participation in fiction seminars was 

mandatory for all students and groups in this data, but fiction discussions were not 

graded.  

 

Different fictional works such as films, poetry, novels, short stories and autobiog-

raphies were used in fiction seminars. Sometimes fictional works were decided be-

forehand by course coordinators, sometimes tutors chose which text or film to dis-

cuss, and sometimes the choice was left to the student group (Eriksson Barajas & 
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Rydén Gramner, 2017). In some courses where fiction seminars were included, 

there were lists of fiction suggestions and themes, but students and tutors were 

free to disregard these suggestions and pick their own books, poems or films. The 

fictional works which were used were sometimes related to medicine, for example 

through a physician as main character or author, or depicting topics such as dis-

ease, mental illness or suffering, but fictional works could also be unrelated to med-

icine. Themes in the fictional works could range from World War II to relationships 

between mother and child, from sociopathy to gender equality – but students were 

encouraged to use these diverse topics to gain a greater understanding of them-

selves as human beings and how other people may think, act and feel.  
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Table 2 – Overview of materials
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(2013) - 
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Data collection 
The method of data collection in this thesis is video- and audio-captured interac-

tion, where the purpose is to record naturally occurring interaction with as little as 

possible interference from the researcher upon the data (Potter, 2002). The 36 lit-

erature seminars were undertaken in a similar way as they would have been con-

ducted if this study had not been taking place, which means that I as a researcher 

was not involved in the planning, organisation or implementation of any part of 

the fiction seminars, or present in the room when seminars were held. These deci-

sions are in line with the aims of discursive psychology (DP) to capture naturally 

occurring interaction (‘natural’ here referring to ongoing social activities not 

staged by the researcher (Potter, 2002). Of course, it is not possible to know how 

the presence of cameras in a room may alter interaction, but the aim was to inter-

fere as little as possible and to try to capture as naturalistic data as possible, be-

cause of the focus in DP of capturing and analysing interaction within its context 

(Wiggins, 2017).  

 

With video recordings in combination with audio recordings, it is possible to cap-

ture many forms of embodied interaction, words, intonation and speech as well as 

bodily movements, gaze and gestures. Two small cameras on tripods as well as two 

separate audio recorders were used for all data collection – they were set up in the 

room where the seminar was scheduled to take place. When the group had gath-

ered, I (or Katarina Eriksson Barajas) quickly presented the research project, 

briefly recapitulating some of the information that the students and tutors had al-

ready received in the information letter, when they had given their consent to take 

part in the study. Students then had a chance to ask questions, before I turned on 
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the cameras and the audio recorder and quietly left the room. The cameras were 

collected after students and tutors had finished their seminar. 

 

The relatively small size of the cameras meant that the intrusion on interaction was 

kept as limited as possible in line with the aim of DP to capture naturally occurring 

interaction. There was a possibility that the cameras would form part of the rest of 

the interior of the room after a while for students and tutors as they became more 

comfortable. While students in some groups commented on the presence of the 

cameras, these comments were only at the very start of the seminars, and after that, 

the cameras were, with some exceptions, not mentioned by participants. Larger 

cameras or more cameras could have comprised a more substantial intrusion in 

the seminars. Two cameras set up in this way captured enough embodied resources 

used by students and tutors. The focal point of this thesis, however, is not to create 

full multimodal analysis of all excerpts, but rather to capture those resources that 

students and tutors used when creating affective stances and constructing dis-

courses around emotion, and for those purposes, two cameras were enough.  

 

Of course, some details of interaction were lost by using only two small cameras – 

for example, because of the lack of cameras facing down on the table in front of 

students and tutors, it was not possible to see what people were writing down or 

exactly what they were doing with their hands at all times. Some participants were 

sometimes blocked from the view of the camera by other participants because there 

were only two cameras in the room. That meant that in certain angles, it was im-

possible to capture every participant’s every movement. However, despite these 

restrictions, both audio and video data were rich enough to provide the basis of 

analysis. Video recordings of naturally occurring interaction is the most common 
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data collection method within DP and CA research because of the rich material it 

can provide, and the possibilities to go through data several times during the ana-

lytical process (Sacks, 1992), which is very important for the analytical procedure 

which I discuss below. Being able to record naturally occurring interaction, i.e. peo-

ple doing what they would normally do without the researcher’s presence, is im-

portant because in DP, interaction is seen as inseparable from its context, and 

therefore, interaction must be studied in the context in which it is performed 

(Wiggins, 2017). As such, video recordings of fiction seminars allowed me to cap-

ture the phenomenon of students and tutors discussing fiction as it was happening 

in its situated context.  

Analytical procedure 

After data were collected, the process of analysis started. The first step of a DP 

analysis is a word-by-word literal rough transcription of data (more details about 

transcriptions of the data for this thesis can be found below under the heading The 

transcription process). The interest lies not in what the individual has said, but 

which discourses are constructed within the material, and how meanings of utter-

ances are collaboratively created in interaction (Wiggins, 2017). Regarding sample 

size, the most important thing is that sample size is large enough for the researcher 

to be able to make clear statements about data (Wiggins, 2017). The total amount 

of data for this thesis comprises about 58 hours of data, which would entail quite a 

large data set. Because the data set was large, it was not possible to do a rough 

transcription of all 58 hours of recorded interaction, which would have been the 

ideal methodological choice. Instead, the analytical process started by viewing and 
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taking notes from the recorded material through the program Max QDA. Below, 

this process is explained in detail.  

 

In DP analysis, the focus is to try to capture the perspective of participants from 

their own point of view – an emic perspective (Wiggins, 2017). This guided my 

analysis by focusing on the way students and tutors oriented to aspects of conver-

sation, and how phenomena were made relevant in interaction. As I watched the 

video recordings, I wrote down phrases or words that students and tutors used, or 

topics that they talked about, and how they talked about it. Time stamps were made 

for these notes to easily find the sequence in the video where this discussion took 

place. When these notes were finished for one video file, the notes were roughly 

coded by marking words, phrases or topics and assigning it with a code. The same 

phrase could be marked with more than one code. A code was usually a quote from 

the notes which participants had oriented to in some way as important, or had put 

emphasis on, or a topic which the group returned to several times. A code could 

also be made for something which stood out as different or unusual in the way it 

was talked about or how it was formulated. These codes were subsequently formed 

into larger groups of codes, or themes. Two examples of codes were “Cried at the 

end of the film” and “I just want to scream at him [the character]” which later 

formed part of the larger group of codes called “Emotions towards the fictional 

work”. Initially, there was no specific topic or question that I looked for and singled 

out to be coded – rather, the aim of this process was to describe the entire data set 

through detailed notes and codes, to get a sense of the variation in topics that stu-

dents and tutors talked about. In this process, a number of themes emerged, and 

emotion stood out as a recurring theme (the process of finding this theme is 
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described in more detail under the heading Finding emotion as a theme in the data 

set, found below).  

 

The iterative process of viewing data, making notes, and putting codes together 

into themes, was repeated several times until the entire data set had been watched 

and coded several times. Through this iterative process, video clip collections were 

made of video data from the instance in the video file where the coded segments 

were found, and rough transcriptions were made of these segments. A rough tran-

scription is a written account of what was said, in full sentences rather than turns 

like in a DP transcription (more about what a DP transcription entails is found 

below). Often, information is missing in rough transcriptions because it is initially 

difficult to hear everything that is said. Those missing details are added in the more 

detailed transcription later on. A rough transcription looks more like a written text 

than a DP transcript, and does not contain any information about the way in which 

things were said, such as overlapping talk, pauses, self-corrections, pitch, or other 

details. Below is an excerpt from a rough transcription (translated into English):  

 

Blueville group 30: 

A: Mm. Always read a lot when I was younger and try to read now 

too. I think I read a lot for relaxation and to get away and to go into 

another world I think.  

B: Mm. That you open the door, that it is like how it is in Narnia? 

Laughter 

A: Mm, exactly, laughter  

B: Okay.  
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This process resulted in groups of episodes of data and video clips for every group 

of codes.  

Finding emotion as a theme in the data set 

During the analytical process, talk of emotions emerged in different ways as a re-

curring topic within the data set, through use of emotion categories, embodied af-

fect such as cry voice, trembling voice and laughter/smiling. It was also clear that 

both students and tutors made these emotion references relevant in interaction by 

returning to them in conversation. Emotion was chosen as the overarching theme 

for the thesis because of the frequency with which it appeared as a topic or as an 

embodied resource in all seminars in this data. Within the emotion theme, many 

different sub-themes were defined, such as emotion categories, empathy, emo-

tional skills, physician’s emotions, emotion and learning, loving or hating books, 

arguments between students, and embodied affect.  

 

Besides the emotion theme and its sub-themes, many other themes were noted in 

analysis. These included assessments about the fictional works (such as good, bad, 

interesting etc.), length of the book or film, choice of books or film, professionality 

as a physician, identification with the characters in books or films, literary analysis 

of books and films (such as talk about narrative, plot and structure), meta-discus-

sions about the cameras or the process of being filmed, discussions about course 

work and assignments, resistance towards the activity of reading and discussing 

fiction and films, meta-reflections about the fiction seminars, what makes a book 

well-written or worth reading, gender discussions about characters, discussions 

about clinical diagnosis of characters, discussions about the purpose of the fiction 

seminars and if these purposes were fulfilled, negative aspects of reading and 
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discussing fiction, the role of the tutor, the role of a physician and how they should 

behave or not behave, comments on personal experiences related to events in the 

fictional works, and genre discussions about the books or films, among other 

things.  

 

Within the groups of video clips and rough transcriptions from the emotion theme, 

the iterative process was recommenced. This meant a re-viewing of the video clips 

and adding details to the transcriptions using the Jeffersonian transcription sys-

tem (Jefferson, 2004; Hepburn & Bolden, 2012), as well as Mondada’s (2018) tran-

scription system for visible behaviour. DP analysis is created through a proof pro-

cedure where the analysis is based on turns at talk, and the next line or speaker 

shows how the previous turn or speaker was understood by participants of inter-

action (Potter & Edwards, 2001). In my analysis, the excerpts from the video clip 

collections and rough transcriptions from the emotion theme were transcribed in 

minute detail and analysed in a turn-by-turn using discursive devices (Wiggins, 

2017), constantly going back and forth between transcription and video clip, noting 

analytical conclusions and watching the video clip again.  

  

The entire data set has been used in analysis for each of the four papers included 

in this thesis, meaning that for each paper, the entire data set was analysed to find 

themes and topics. The excerpts presented in each paper were chosen as repre-

sentative examples from analysis of the entire set of all the transcriptions and video 

clips from a specific theme or topic.  
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Table 3 – Overview of data in relation to papers

The transcription process

All transcriptions, both the first rough transcriptions and the transcriptions made 

in detail, have been created from the original data files of video and audio record-

ings. As transcription is the first step of the analytical process, where the researcher 

decides what to include and what to exclude in the transcription (Hepburn & 

Bolden, 2012), I made sure to try to include as many interactional features as pos-

sible in the detailed transcript, if they were oriented to by participants and thereby 

relevant for analysis. Transcriptions are always just representations of interaction, 

and therefore it is not possible to capture all aspects of human interaction in a 

transcription. Transcripts must be detailed enough so that the researcher can see 

patterns and turn-by-turn organisations of social phenomena as they are invoked 

in interaction. This meant that details of embodied resources (like voice, gesture, 

gaze, bodily movements and so on) which were used in what was said and how 

things were said, were included when possible. Overlapping talk was noted in 

Greentown Blueville Total

Paper I Seminar 20

Paper II

Seminar 3 (two excerpts), 5, 
7, 8 (two excerpts), 15 (two 
excerpts), 17, 18, 19, 20 (two 
excerpts), 21, 23, 24 (two 
excerpts)

Seminar 25, 26, 28, 30 21 examples from 
16 seminars

Paper III
Seminar 2, 4 (two excerpts), 
5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21 
(two excerpts), 22, 24

Seminar 26, 27, 28, 
30, 31, 32, 33 (three 
excerpts), 34, 35, 36

29 examples from 
25 seminars

Paper IV

Seminar 3, 4 (two excerpts), 
6, 8, 12, 14 (two excerpts), 15, 
18, 19 (three excerpts), 20, 21 
(two excerpts), 23, 24

Seminar 25, 26 (two 
excerpts), 28 (three 
excerpts)

24 examples from 
16 seminars
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detail, as well as gaps and pauses, because they can change the meaning of an ut-

terance. Speech delivery, intonation, pitch and volume are also features of talk 

which were described in the transcription, as well as other sounds – gasps, laughs, 

cries, audible breathing, sighs, basically all noises and silences which are interac-

tionally relevant (Hepburn & Bolden, 2012). In the transcripts, speakers were iden-

tified and given anonymised names, and turns were given numbers, to put focus 

on turn-taking and the way interaction was organised (Wiggins, 2017).  

Transcription translations  

Since this data is in Swedish, all transcriptions have been done in Swedish, both 

the rough transcriptions and the detailed transcriptions including pitch, pauses, 

overlaps and so on. All analysis was done on the original Swedish transcripts and 

video files. Sometimes, a rough word-by-word translation of every line into English 

was included below each Swedish line, for example when data sessions were held 

with researchers who did not speak Swedish. The final translation of excerpts into 

English was completed when the entire paper was finished, and then, a native 

speaker went through the translations, discussing them with me to find differences 

in meaning between synonyms, metaphors and expressions, so that the translated 

text would resemble the meaning of the original text as closely as possible. 

Images 

In one of the texts included in this thesis, where focus is the multimodal embodi-

ment of affective stance and how that is constructed, it became apparent that anal-

ysis required some form of visual illustration of body movements, gaze, and facial 

expressions in collaboration with the transcripts. Merely illustrating these 
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embodied resources through words did not sufficiently illustrate the way interac-

tion unfolded. To further strengthen analysis, images were captured from the video 

recording of the fiction seminar in question. First, attempts were made to cover the 

still frames from the video with filters of different kinds, to preserve the anonymity 

of the participants. That did not make participants anonymous enough, so contact 

was made with an external artist. This person was given the still images, and, based 

on them, made drawings where aspects of participants’ features were changed, 

such as the pattern on their shirt, hair colour and length, glasses, hats, or other 

things that would make people recognisable.  

Ethical considerations 

The data collection has followed the Principles of Research Ethics in the humani-

ties and social studies concerning information, informed consent, confidentiality 

and use (Vetenskapsrådet, 2017). Both tutors and students were informed about 

the study through information letters (see Appendices 1 and 2), where the purpose 

and aim of the study was defined, as well as information about how data was going 

to be handled and stored, how anonymity of participants was to be ensured, how 

anonymisation would be achieved, how and when video recordings would be used 

and for what purpose, and that participation was voluntary. Both students and tu-

tors actively responded with a yes or a no via email. Information about the study 

was also presented before each seminar. A negative response from either a tutor or 

a student meant that the entire group was removed from the study, and did not 

affect the way fiction seminars were conducted. Names of cities and participants 

are anonymised in order to preserve confidentiality, and the organisation and 
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content of fiction seminars is described without distinguishing between the two 

medical education institutions, for confidentiality reasons.  

 

All data are stored on separate, encrypted hard drives in a locked drawer. The col-

lected data have not been used, and will not be used, for any purpose other than 

what was stated above. The study was given a statement of approval by the Re-

gional Ethical Review Board (now: the Swedish Ethical Review Authority) (Ref. no. 

2016/132-31).  
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SUMMARY OF PAPERS 

Paper I  

Enacting emotion: Embodied affective stance in a medical education fic-

tion seminar. Anja Rydén Gramner and Sally Wiggins (2020). In S. Wiggins & K. 

Osvaldsson Cromdal (Eds.) Discursive Psychology and Embodiment: Beyond Sub-

ject-Object Binaries. Cham: Palgrave Macmillan. Reprinted by permission from 

Springer International Publishing AG, Cham. 

 

This chapter used a single-case study of an affective stance in a fiction seminar to 

investigate how DP as a theoretical framework can be developed to encompass 

both the terms ‘emotion’ and ‘affect’, without trying to define what these concepts 

mean or how they are experienced by the individual. The term embodied affective 

stance was used to foreground the different multimodal resources used by the stu-

dent Vera. These resources were often used simultaneously or in collaboration, and 

no resource was made more relevant or dominant over another.  

 

This analysis was built on DP and CA research on emotion and affect. DP research 

on emotion has focused much on how emotion categories in talk can be deployed 

to hold people accountable (Edwards, 1997b) and how this accountability can be 

managed through subject-object relations (Edwards, 2007; Edwards & Potter, 

2005). Whereas DP research on emotion has focused on lexical emotion terms, CA 

work on affect has studied how affective stances can be multimodally constructed 

as social actions in and of themselves (Childs & Hepburn, 2016; Sorjonen & 
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Peräkylä, 2012b). This chapter contributed to DP research on emotion by analysing 

how an embodied affective stance was constructed in relation to subject-object re-

lations.  

 

Data were taken from a corpus of 58 hours of video and audio recordings of fiction 

seminars from two medical education institutions. These fiction seminars were 

part of professional development courses focusing on emotional awareness and 

empathy as important for the professional development of medical students. The 

single case chosen for analysis was taken from a collection of 20 instances of mul-

timodal affective stances, and was chosen because of the intensity of the affective 

stance.  

 

Analysis showed that the student Vera constructed her affective stance as a series 

of affective sequences where she constructed herself as both intense in her affect 

and at the same time in control of her affective stance. This was done in part 

through the passive nature of the other participants of the seminar, who, part from 

the tutor, stayed mostly silent and immobile, some of them not even looking at the 

speaking student, Vera. Vera also constructed her affective stance in two ways: one 

in the past when she was reading the book, and one in the present when she was 

talking about her experiences. Her movement between these affective stances and 

her merging of them was done using verb tense and multimodal features such as 

cry voice, audible breathing and bodily movements.  
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Paper II  

Moving books and sensitive readers: Affective stances about fiction, film 

and poetry in medical education. Anja Rydén Gramner (re-submitted).  

 

The aim of this paper was to investigate how medical students constructed affective 

stances as emotional reactions to fictional works, and how they constructed expla-

nations of their own emotional reactions when reading. Since fiction is used in 

medical education to help students develop their professional physician identities, 

and since emotional challenges are important aspects of a physician’s practices, 

dealing with emotions of patients and relatives as well as their own emotions re-

garding difficult situations, it is important to know how medical students make 

sense of their emotions when discussing fiction, and to shed light on the possible 

teachable moments which can be created in these discussions. Data consisted of a 

collection of 21 examples of affective stances in discussions about fiction, taken 

from a corpus of 58 hours of video recordings of fiction seminars from two medical 

schools. 

 

Analysis showed that in narratives about emotional reactions to fiction, subject-

object relations was a prominent feature of interaction (Edwards, 2007; Edwards 

& Potter, 2017). Subject-object relations refers to the way accounts were framed as 

reactions to object-side events or things in the world (such as events in the fictional 

work) or subject-side explanations of subjective inner experiences of the speaker. 

18 of the 21 examples of affective stances were accounted for through object-side 

accounts, meaning that readers explained their emotional reactions as a conse-

quence of an aspect of the book, such as a character, an event or a theme. Three of 
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the 21 examples in this paper contained subject-side accounts, meaning that read-

ers explained their emotional reactions as a consequence of their own way of being 

as ‘sensitive’ people. Object-side accounts were more collectively constructed by 

several students, whereas subject-side accounts were constructed by one student 

and downplayed by other students and tutors. It was evident that students and tu-

tors collectively tried to make sense of how to ‘do emotion’ correctly in a fiction 

seminar, with the stated aims to promote emotional awareness in students as part 

of their professional development. Object-side accounts were more easily made 

into ‘teachable moments’, as tutors could connect discussions about emotional re-

actions to the students’ future experiences as physicians-to-be.  

Paper III 

Feeling rules for professionals: Medical students constructing emotional 

labour in fiction talk. Anja Rydén Gramner (accepted for publication in Studies 

in Continuing Education). https://doi.org/10.1080/0158037X.2022.2051474 

 

This paper aimed to shed light on the processes of emotional labour (Hochschild, 

1983) as it can be conceptualised in medical education. Emotional labour is a term 

used to analyse the way a professional, in relationship with patients, is asked to 

manage their own emotions as well as the emotions of the patient, in accordance 

with the feeling rules of that particular context (Larson & Yao, 2005). These pro-

cesses in medical education, an in higher education in general, are at present un-

der-researched, as more focus has hitherto been placed on research into emotional 

labour in nursing, midwife education and practicing physicians, as well as research 

on emotional labour in workplace settings. One aim in medical education is to help 
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students develop professional skills, including skills connected to emotional 

awareness and empathy. These skills also comprise the understanding of the pro-

fessional life of a physician as entailing emotional labour, and medical education 

aims to prepare students for the emotionally challenging situations they will en-

counter as future physicians. This paper focused on the understanding of emo-

tional labour as it was constructed in-situ in fiction seminars in medical education.  

 

In a data set of 58 hours from 36 fiction seminars from two medical schools, 29 

examples were found of discussions about possible emotional reactions that phy-

sicians might have in clinical encounters. These examples were transcribed and 

analysed using discursive psychology (Edwards & Potter, 1992; Wiggins, 2017) .  

 

Analysis showed that tutors and students constructed the feeling rules of the med-

ical profession as fluid and constantly changeable, and contingent on the physi-

cian’s own subjective self. The construction of emotional labour and feeling rules 

were collectively achieved in different ways, where both students and tutors con-

tributed. Students’ understanding of emotional labour was constructed as some-

thing that each physician must calibrate and adjust according to their own emo-

tionality levels. Emotion was constructed by students and tutors as a subject-side 

experience within the physician, but simultaneously as something which could, 

and must, be turned into an object-side, controllable behaviour in the meeting with 

patients. This separation of the inner experience of emotion and the outward be-

haviour interpreted as emotional, is similar to the terms ‘surface acting’ and ‘deep 

acting’ coined by Hochschild (1979). The feeling rules were constructed as trouble-

some in different ways by both tutors and students through markers of hesitation 

such as pauses, cut-offs, self-repairs, audible breathing, and hedging phrases. In 
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the construction of feeling rules, students also oriented to the managing of student 

identities by using stake inoculation so as not to run the risk of being accused of 

‘showing off’ as better than their peers.  

Paper IV  

Fiction talk as a reflective practice: Medical students discussing possible 

learning outcomes from fiction seminars. Anja Rydén Gramner (submitted).  

 

This paper took its starting point in research about reflection in medical education. 

A skill often highlighted as important for professional development in future phy-

sicians, this term is also contested: some argue that the instrumental view of re-

flection in medical education as a set of behaviours may lead to ‘reflective zombies’ 

who are not able to truly reflect but merely perform the correct behaviours (de la 

Croix & Veen, 2018). Therefore, the aim of this paper was to illustrate the processes 

of in-situ reflective practices such as they are constructed in fiction seminars. 

These reflective practices occur when students are asked by tutors to talk about 

what they have learnt from fiction seminars or what they thought about the expe-

rience of reading and discussing fiction.  

 

One of the stated aims of fiction seminars is to promote reflective skills. Reflection 

in this context can be separated into three different things: the reflective practice 

of talking about the experience, where students essentially show that they are able 

to reflect and thus fulfill the aims of the seminar; reflection on learning, where stu-

dents construct knowledge displays (of what they believe they have learnt) or non-

knowledge displays (where they claim they have learnt nothing from the 
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experience); and reflective skills, which are constructed as the specific skill of en-

hancing one’s ability to reflect. 

 

Data for this paper comprise 24 examples of these evaluative sequences where stu-

dents were asked to talk about the fiction seminars and what they resulted in. The 

24 examples were taken from 16 seminars with first-year students and tutors from 

two medical schools, and the examples were found in the total data set of 58 hours. 

As in previous papers, a discursive psychological analysis was conducted on these 

examples, which were also transcribed in detail using the Jeffersonian system 

(Jefferson, 2004; Hepburn & Bolden, 2012). 

 

Analysis showed that 19 examples comprised constructions of change-of-state 

(Heritage, 1984), meaning that when taking part in reflective practices, students 

talked about some kind of transformation or development that they had experi-

enced. Five examples, in contrast, comprised lack-of-change, meaning that stu-

dents resisted the idea of change or development in themselves. However, these 

lack-of-change examples also detailed reflective practices, where students could 

fulfill the aims of the seminars to develop reflective skills. Thus, when students 

talked about what they had not learnt, they were still doing reflection in practice.  

 

In the 19 examples of change-of-state, students constructed knowledge displays in 

the form of ‘reflection on learning’. Here, they illustrated the meta-level skill of 

reflecting on the change in themselves as a form of learning. This reflection on 

learning produced a number of different knowledge displays, such as developing 

emotional skills, developing as a person, and developing perspective-taking and 
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other skills relevant to their future profession. There were also knowledge displays 

connected to the ability to reflect more, and more deeply. 

 

Knowledge displays were treated as troublesome by students through hesitation 

markers of different kinds, such as laughter, repeats, self-repairs, pauses and au-

dible breathing, as well as hedging phrases. In the construction of knowledge dis-

plays, students oriented to the maintaining of student identities and ‘doing being 

an ordinary student’ so as not to risk being accused of bragging or self-praise.  
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DISCUSSION 

In this thesis, the overarching aim was to contribute knowledge on the ways emo-

tion can be constructed in medical education, through a discursive psychological 

analysis of the interactional practices of fiction seminars. This chapter details the 

main findings from the four articles included in the thesis, and discusses the pos-

sible pedagogical implications of these findings. I also point to some suggestions 

for further research.  

Affective stances as devices for social action 

In interactional research about emotion, discursive research has mostly focused on 

emotion categories such as angry, sad or jealous, and on how these can be deployed 

as interactional devices (Edwards, 1999). In contrast, CA research on affective 

stance has often focused on the way affect is constructed multimodally (Peräkylä 

& Sorjonen, 2012). This distinction is troubled in different ways through analysis 

in this thesis. The chapter about Vera illustrates how an affective stance can be 

constructed multimodally, using emotion categories as well as embodied re-

sources, which together work to construct emotion as simultaneously intense and 

controlled, and as both a subject-side experience and having object-side causes in 

the horrors of the fictional work. Altogether, this frames the affective reaction as 

reasonable and logical (see Paper I). In this thesis, affective stances are constructed 

through a combination of emotion categories and embodied resources, and are of-

ten used in managing subject-object relations (see Papers I and II). The ways in 

which students attribute their emotional reactions either to events in the fictional 

works, or to their own putative characteristics, work as assessments both of the 
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fictional work in question and of themselves as ‘emotional people’. This way, sub-

ject-object relations (Edwards & Potter, 2017) are deployed by students to manage 

the aim of the seminars, i.e. to engage emotionally with fictional works, and allow 

them to do this in different ways. This in turn has consequences for the way tutors 

can turn fiction talk into a ‘teachable moment’ about the future profession and the 

challenges that will come for the students.  

The medical profession as emotional labour 

Fiction seminars are used as pedagogical tools in courses about professional devel-

opment in medical education, deployed as levies or launching pads into the future 

profession. Therefore, it is not surprising that students and tutors often move from 

discussions about the fictional work to discussions about possible future challenges 

that a physician must manage. Elements from the fictional work, such as an event 

or a character’s behaviour, then function as a case or an ‘imagined patient’ which 

the students are asked to reflect on, and to talk about how they would handle the 

situation as future physicians. Both students and tutors orient to the medical pro-

fession as rife with emotional challenges of different kinds. The way students form 

an understanding of what emotional labour will mean for them when they are prac-

ticing physicians, and which feeling rules they should adhere to for the benefit of 

patients, comprise an important part of their training in professional development. 

Emotional labour in medicine has been researched with practicing physicians 

(Larson & Yao, 2005) but emotional labour in educational settings, specifically 

medical education, is not extensively researched, so this thesis adds an important 

contribution to this field.  
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The feeling rules of the medical profession are constructed by students and tutors 

as fluid, negotiable norms, which are constantly calibrated and contingent of the 

situation, the patient, and the emotionality levels of the individual physician. As 

there is no clear-cut ‘right way’ of doing emotion in this setting, students and tutors 

orient to feeling rules as delicate objects which are marked through ‘troubles-talk’ 

in different ways. The flexible and ever-changing nature of these feeling rules com-

prises a balancing act between opposites, which is demanding for students, but 

which can also form a dynamic and important part of the learning of professional 

skills (Lindberg, 2012).  

 

It is interesting to note that although students construct knowledge displays 

around emotional labour, suggesting that they have actually ‘learnt’ about the emo-

tional challenges that will face them as physicians (see Paper III) – when they are 

asked to formulate what they have learnt, some students resist the notion that any 

learning about professional emotional skills has taken place. This kind of re-

sistance has been found in other interactional research on students in higher edu-

cation, where students oriented to knowledge displays in front of their peers as a 

perceived ‘threat’ to their identities as ‘ordinary students’ (Benwell & Stokoe, 2002, 

2005). So, although students in fiction seminars display an ability to reflect on the 

emotional aspects of a physician’s practices, not all students construct this ability 

as something they learnt through discussing fiction. In contrast, other students 

orient to their own learning in relation to emotion and their future profession, but 

they do so through hesitation markers, hedging and other interactional signs of 

trouble (see Paper IV). There is also a division in the way students construct emo-

tion either as a learnable skill or as an innate trait of an individual. Displaying 

knowledge in front of other students is an activity which students orient to as 
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problematic and as interfering with their focus on ‘doing being ordinary students’ 

(Paulus & Lester, 2013). Altogether, analysis in this thesis illustrates the difficulties 

that students experience in talking about emotions in relation to their future pro-

fession.  

Fiction seminars as a reflective practice  

A recurring theme in all four papers is the way tutors consistently talk about self-

awareness as necessary for physicians. Tutors argue in different ways that without 

thorough self-knowledge, the physician cannot adapt their emotional reactions in 

accordance with the feeling rules of the medical profession. Self-awareness is a skill 

which seems to be at the centre of fiction discussions. The path of self-awareness 

is constructed as a result of reflection – being able to reflect on oneself and one’s 

own emotional reactions. The way students are asked to reflect on their learning or 

‘what they gained’ from fiction seminars is a way to explicitly ask students to take 

part in reflective practice. Thus, emotion and reflection are concepts which seem 

to go hand in hand in the data for this thesis. In Paper IV, one student also openly 

makes this connection visible: when taking part in reflective practice, he reaches 

the meta-level of ‘reflection on learning’, when he talks about the way he has 

changed through taking part in fiction seminars. One aspect of learning, or, differ-

ently put, his construction of a knowledge display, centres around his newfound 

ability to talk about emotions, which was something he was unable to do before the 

seminars. He even likens his before-state to being “a robot”.  

 

In a sense, students are taking part in reflective practices in all data for this thesis, 

not just Paper IV where this is an explicit theme. When Vera reacts so intensely 
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and produces her affectively loaded narrative of her reading and how it made her 

feel, she is also essentially ‘doing reflection’ on the experience of reading. When the 

students use subject-side and object-side accounts to explain their emotional reac-

tions to fiction, they are doing reflection (see Paper II). When students and tutors 

construct the medical profession as a profession entailing emotional labour, and 

when they construct the feeling rules of that profession, they are ‘doing reflection’ 

about their future emotional challenges as aspiring physicians (see Paper III).  

 

Results from the four papers in this thesis have shown that fiction talk in medical 

education comprises reflection-in-action, and that students, when talking about 

reading fiction or watching film, also perform reflective practices in different ways. 

This is relevant to the field of medical education since much focus lies on reflection 

as an important professional skill. Research has shown that there is a lack of re-

search detailing the processes of reflection as they unfold in interaction (e.g., de la 

Croix & Veen, 2018) and this thesis contributes to that gap in knowledge. It is also 

clear in this thesis that reflective practices are connected to other phenomena of 

interest to researchers of medical education, such as assessments, knowledge dis-

plays, emotion construction and identity work.  

Affective stances as a student resource in the ‘now’ – emo-

tion as a physician resource in the ‘future’ 

Students can use affective stances to manage subject-object relations and to man-

age accountability for their opinions and statements. This way of doing affective 

stances is clearly a resource reserved for students, as there are no tutors in these 

data ‘doing affect’ in that way. It is also clear that when students construct affective 
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stances, they are doing it as students who are busy maintaining their ‘ordinary stu-

dent identities’, and that position seems to give them more freedom to enact affect 

in different ways. Both students and tutors, however, orient to affective stances as 

phenomena which need to be accounted for – similar to the way that crying is ori-

ented to as an activity which warrants accountability (Hepburn, 2004; Hepburn & 

Potter, 2007). 

 

In contrast, when students and tutors relate to their future occupation, for example 

when discussing the role of emotion in the medical profession, or when discussing 

whether they have learnt anything about emotion and empathy through fiction 

seminars, students seem to relate more to their future occupation as aspiring phy-

sicians. They position themselves more as part of a physician community, or at 

least as ‘physicians-to-be’, rather than simply being students. In discussions when 

students and tutors relate explicitly to their future occupation, they also do not 

seem to enact affective stances, but are more ‘affectively neutral’ when constructing 

the phenomena of emotion and empathy and how these concepts could be related 

to their future occupation.  

 

In summary, this thesis contributes to several fields of research. Through detailing 

the ongoing processes of fiction seminars, a contribution is made to research about 

medical humanities, narrative medicine and related fields. A contribution to re-

search on pedagogy in higher professional education is also made through the il-

lustration of the processes of fiction seminars and how these can function as re-

flective practices, and through the detailing of how emotional labour can be con-

ceptualised by students and tutors in a higher education setting. The way affective 

stance and professional emotion are used together as two aspects of emotion as it 
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is constructed in interaction, contributes to DP and CA research on emotion and 

related concepts, where the distinction between emotion and affect is epistemolog-

ical rather than ontological. This study illustrates how subject-object relations are 

deployed in constructions of affective stances as well as constructions of profes-

sional emotion. By using affective stance and professional emotion together as two 

conceptualisations of the same psychological phenomenon, a more complex inter-

actional understanding of emotion can be reached. This study also contributes 

knowledge to the field of reader-response through the way readers in interaction 

make sense of fictional works.  

Critical reflections 

This study comprises discursive psychological analyses of fiction seminar data 

from two of seven medical education institutions in Sweden. No claims of general-

isability are made here – rather, the findings represent the different ways that 

these particular students and tutors, in these particular fiction seminars, from 

these particular medical education institutions, constructed different conceptuali-

sations of emotion as part of their professional development training. As such, this 

thesis illustrates the phenomena of fiction seminars in medical education from in-

side the classroom, where the interactional processes of students and tutors take 

place. The large data set of 58 recorded hours allowed for a rich array of possible 

themes and topics to highlight in analysis, and provided many examples of each 

theme. This sizable data material is a strength in this study.  

 

Methodological choices always influence the way data can later be analysed and 

represented, and the possible conclusions which can be made through analysis. 
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Because cameras were placed only in the seminar rooms, much of the informal talk 

between students was not captured. It is possible that discussions about fictional 

works without the tutor’s presence, such as discussions during breaks, or in the 

corridor outside of the seminar room, would have presented a slightly different 

perspective on the way that the students oriented to fiction, emotion and profes-

sionalism in their discussions. In addition, more cameras in the seminar rooms, 

and cameras in the ceiling facing the seminar tables, would have given access to 

more multimodal aspects of interaction, such as the handling of artefacts, writing 

or doodling on paper, and gestures. Such a methodological choice would have al-

lowed for much more pronounced focus on multimodal analysis where relevant.  

Pedagogical implications  

In the review chapters, I illustrated the way research about fiction in medical edu-

cation has come to inconsistent results, where there are some results suggesting 

that empathy might increase from fiction use, and many reports of students who 

enjoyed fiction as part of their compulsory curriculum. However, with the excep-

tion of two articles, as far as I know there is no research detailing the practices of 

fiction seminars through detailed analysis of these practices as they unfold in in-

teraction. Thus, this thesis contributes knowledge which is relevant for medical 

schools using fiction talk as a pedagogical strategy for professional development.  

 

Since emotional awareness is a stated aim for fiction seminars, one important find-

ing in my thesis is that students actually ‘do emotion’ in different ways when dis-

cussing fiction. It might not be surprising that students talk about emotions in an 

educational setting where they are supposed to, and encouraged to, talk about 
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emotions. There is, however, a variation in the ways that students orient to the task 

of ‘doing emotion’, and there is a variation in how students regard emotion as ei-

ther something which they are able to learn or improve on, or as an innate quality 

which a person either has or lacks. It is also clear that students have difficulty try-

ing to find a ‘right’ way of constructing emotion, as evidenced by the way these 

constructions are framed with hedging, hesitation and pauses.  

 

Students are socialised into understanding emotion as a potentially problematic 

area, but also something which they can use to the benefit of themselves and of 

patients. This however requires that they engage with fictional works. Students 

who take a passive role and expect fiction to ‘change them’ without any effort from 

themselves, do not make use of these possibilities, and hence, do not see that they 

have learnt anything from fiction discussions. Thus, this thesis shows the possibil-

ities that fiction seminars provide to allow students to engage emotionally with fic-

tional works, but also points to the importance of students’ attitudes towards fic-

tion seminars which can influence their learning. Awareness of these aspects of 

emotion and of how students and tutors construct emotion as a teachable or non-

teachable ability, is important information for medical schools. This study helps to 

form a more nuanced way of understanding how emotional aspects are conceptu-

alised in medical education (Roff, 2015), which could in turn have ramifications 

for the problem of empathy decline in medical education, where some studies have 

shown that empathy decline decreases when students are allowed to engage with 

the humanities (Graham et al., 2016). 

 

This study has found that students in fiction seminars engage in reflective practices 

in different ways, as they are asked to consider their own emotional reactions to 
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fiction, listen and react to other people’s opinions, reflect on their own learning, 

and to formulate all of these processes into words. The activity of reflective practice 

is clearly a collective one, and fiction seminars provide students with an arena to 

form collective understandings of aspects related to emotion, professionalism and 

their future working lives. Analysis in this thesis has shown that reflective practices 

are imbedded in fiction seminars, and that these seminars can contribute to a ho-

listic way of working with reflection in medical education, which could help avoid 

teaching ‘reflective zombies’ who perform reflective behaviours without really en-

gaging in reflection (de la Croix & Veen, 2018). 

Conclusions 

Fiction seminars in medical education provide students with opportunities to work 

with emotion in two different ways: as emotional experiences in the here-and-now, 

and as emotional aspects of future practice. Through affective stances, students are 

allowed to explore their own emotional experiences from reading, together with 

others in the here-and-now. Through constructions of professional emotions, stu-

dents form understandings of the emotional challenges of their future profession, 

and are given the chance to learn some of the professional emotional skills that 

they will need in order to become professional physicians. This illustrates the way 

fiction seminars can be used to strengthen medical students’ professional identity 

development, and to prepare students for the emotional aspects of their future pro-

fession.  

 

Fiction seminars in medical education also provide opportunities for students to 

work with reflection on three levels: 1. through partaking in reflective practices, 2. 
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through reflecting on their own learning, and 3. through reflecting on their learn-

ing or enhancing of reflective skills. Using discursive psychology on fiction seminar 

data has illustrated one way that reflective practice is done ‘in action’ in medical 

education, contributing to an area of medical education which to date has been 

under-researched.  

 

Discursive psychology has proven to be a very useful tool for highlighting the in-

teractional practices and the reflective practices of fiction seminars, where emotion 

can be constructed, challenged, accounted for and invoked as aspects of a profes-

sional physician’s identity. 

Suggestions for future research 

For future studies, it would be interesting to more clearly illustrate how the fic-

tional work itself contributes to interaction and the specific practices where the 

text or film is invoked in conversation. Although there are instances in my data 

where the book or film is referred to specifically, and although there is a clear con-

nection between affective stances and specific aspects of the fictional work, it is not 

always easy to illustrate the way talking about a book can lead to discussions about 

professionalism, gender, mental health or other themes. In my data, students and 

tutors often begin with discussions which orient very closely to aspects of the fic-

tional work. Then, the discussion moves away from the fictional work, and instead 

circles around some topic brought up when talking about the book, such as a stu-

dents’ own experiences which might be similar to or different from the experiences 

of a character, or discussions about the future and what a physician would do in 

specific situations. In such cases, the fictional work is seldom referred to again, 
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when talk moves from the fictional world to the real world. An area for a future 

study could be to specifically look at when and where fictional works are refer-

enced, and how they are referenced – in a sense, what the fictional work ‘does’ 

discursively. A study of this kind would contribute to reader-response research 

about how the fictional work is in a way created in interaction.  

 

Another area that would be interesting to investigate further is how the concept of 

gender is constructed in fiction seminars. This is a topic which came up in a few 

fiction discussions and where students often expressed their different opinions 

very passionately. Such a study would focus on how gender is constructed and in-

voked in fiction discussions. As some fictional works specifically centred around 

gender and gender equality, it was not surprising that such discussions occurred, 

but gender discussions also came up in other aspects of conversation, such as when 

talking about a physician’s professional challenges – the fact that physicians are 

expected to work long hours, which might not be compatible with raising a family, 

for example.  

 

A third topic worth exploring further is the different strategies deployed by tutors 

in fiction discussions. This is a field of research with direct practical implications 

for medical education and for how fiction seminars could be organised in order to 

achieve the goals of the seminar. Since tutors come from very different back-

grounds, not all of them are accustomed to teaching, especially not teaching in an 

informal setting such as a seminar. Tutors’ different ways of responding to stu-

dents’ affective stances, for example, could be examined specifically to illustrate 

the consequences of different strategies, where some might be more beneficial for 

reaching the aims of the seminars than others. Tutors who believe that fiction 
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discussions can be beneficial for students create a more open group climate, where 

students feel comfortable enough to share emotional experiences. In contrast, tu-

tors who openly criticise the use of fiction undermine the discussion and hinder 

constructive discussions, and a discursive analysis of these practices could then 

inform the instructions given to tutors before their teaching assignment.  

 

Finally, it would be very interesting to compare different areas of professional ed-

ucation, and to use DP to uncover how fiction is used for professional development 

in different ways. Fiction is used in various educational fields such as engineering 

and the social sciences, and lately, even in the military. A cross-comparative inter-

actional analysis of how fiction is used in these fields would identify similarities 

and differences in these interactional practices and illustrate how fiction can form 

a flexible tool for professional development and be used for different purposes. 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

I denna del kommer jag presentera en sammanfattning av hela avhandlingen på 

svenska. Sammanfattningen kommer att inledas med bakgrund och teoretiska per-

spektiv, därefter kommer en redogörelse över syfte och frågeställningar och en kort 

forskningsöversikt. Därefter följer en genomgång av metodologiska och analytiska 

övervägningar, samt en sammanfattning av de viktigaste resultaten. Alla termer 

och begrepp är översatta till svenska av mig, och originalbegreppen på engelska 

återfinns i avhandlingens engelskspråkiga del. Då denna svenska del av avhand-

lingen endast kortfattat beskriver de olika avsnitten i avhandlingen, uppmuntras 

läsare att läsa hela avhandlingen inklusive artiklar I-IV.  

Bakgrund 

I denna avhandling undersöks hur känslor konstrueras i samtal om skönlitteratur, 

film och poesi på läkarutbildningen, och har genomförts genom en detaljerad ana-

lys av videofilmad interaktion vid fiktionsseminarier från två svenska läkarutbild-

ningar.  

 

Praktiken att använda humanistiska inslag så som skönlitteratur, poesi och film på 

professionsutbildningar, exempelvis juristutbildning (Alsheimer, 2004), och in-

genjörsutbildning (Derjani-Bayeh & Olivera-Fuentes, 2011) existerar i både Sve-

rige och i andra länder. Fokus i denna avhandling är användning av skönlitteratur, 

film och poesi på läkarutbildningen. Denna praktik växte fram i USA på 60-talet 

och är nu utbredd både i USA och Storbritannien (Strickland et al., 2002) samt i 

Norden och Sydamerika. I Sverige existerar denna praktik i nuläget på flertalet 
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läkarutbildningar. Teorin bakom användande av humanistiska inslag i läkarutbild-

ningen, så som historia, sociologi, filosofi, konst, litteratur och musik, kallas ’me-

dical humanities’, eller på svenska medicinsk humaniora, vilket är det vedertagna 

svenska begreppet (Kardemark, 2014). Teorin tar sin utgångspunkt i tanken att 

läkarvetenskapen är i grunden en humanistisk vetenskap, och att humanistiska in-

slag kan hjälpa studenter och verksamma läkare att tolka och förstå sina patienters 

upplevelser på ett djupare sätt. Det finns flera forskningscentra i Sverige som kan 

sägas bedriva forskning inom medicinsk humaniora (Kardemark, 2014). Ett rela-

terat begrepp är ’narrative medicine’, eller på svenska narrativ medicin, som foku-

serar på berättelsen som central för en läkares förståelse för sin patient, och paral-

lellen mellan det kliniska mötets behov av tolkning och bearbetning och läsarens 

tolkning av en text (Charon, 2001a).  

 

Denna avhandling bidrar till kunskap om hur studenter och handledare på fikt-

ionsseminarier tillsammans konstruerar uppfattningar om läkaryrkets känslo-

mässiga aspekter, och av de professionella emotionella förmågor som läkare behö-

ver för att kunna möta sina patienter på ett professionellt sätt. Skönlitteraturan-

vändande på läkarutbildningen har beforskats rikligt ur perspektiv som fokuserar 

på effekter och resultat av fiktionsanvändande, och som illustrerats av artiklar om 

pedagogiska projekt vilka ofta riktas till verksamma inom läkarutbildningen i syfte 

att inspirera till användandet av skönlitteratur i professionskurser.  Själva prakti-

ken att samtala om fiktion, som är en vanlig undervisningspraktik, saknar dock i 

princip helt forskningsöverbyggnad.  
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Syfte och frågeställningar 

Det övergripande syftet med denna avhandling är att bidra till kunskap om hur 

känslor konstrueras genom interaktionella praktiker i fiktionssamtal på läkarut-

bildningen. Diskursiv psykologi (DP) (Wiggins, 2017) fungerar som metodologiskt 

och analytiskt ramverk. Känslor ska här förstås som två olika aspekter: affektiv po-

sitionering (’affective stance’) och professionella känslor (’professional emotion’). 

Affektiv positionering innebär att en person i interaktion med andra konstruerar 

en känslomässig reaktion, genom exempelvis känslokategorier (arg, ledsen), röst, 

pauser och intonation, gester, mimik, gråt och skratt. Professionella känslor inne-

bär dels hur studenter och handledare konstruerar de emotionella aspekterna av 

läkaryrket, dels hur de konstruerar de professionella emotionella förmågor som en 

läkare behöver ha. Frågeställningarna är: 

 

1) Hur konstruerar studenter och handledare affektiva positioneringar och 

professionella känslor i fiktionsseminarier? 

2) Vilka sociala handlingar åstadkoms genom användandet av affektiva posit-

ioneringar och professionella känslor i fiktionsseminarier? 

3) Hur orienterar studenter till uppgiften att reflektera över fiktionssemi-

narier som arenor för professionell emotionell utveckling?  
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Tidigare forskning om läkarutbildning, fiktion, känslor och in-

teraktion 

I detta avsnitt redogörs kortfattat för en översikt av de forskningsfält som är rele-

vanta för avhandlingen. 

 

Fiktionsanvändande på läkarutbildningen 

Inom forskning om professionell utveckling inom läkarutbildningen fokuseras det 

ofta på emotionella aspekter av läkaryrket som viktiga färdigheter för studenterna 

(McNaughton, 2013). Detta fokus har ökat sedan studier visade att läkarstudenter 

ofta uppvisar en minskande empatisk förmåga under sin utbildning (Hojat et al., 

2004). Skönlitteratur, film och poesi används ibland som ett sätt att motverka 

denna minskande empatiska förmåga, och den underliggande tanken är att emot-

ionellt engagemang med fiktiva karaktärer, och identifikation med andra männi-

skors perspektiv, kan motverka denna negativa trend. Praktiken har illustrerats 

genom böcker och artiklar som beskriver pedagogiska projekt där författarna re-

dogör för materialval, arbetsformer och reflektioner över genomförandet (se ex-

empelvis Bernhardsson et al., 2021, för ett svenskt exempel). Praktiken har också 

beforskats på flera sätt: genom empiriska studier av olika slag som försöker besk-

riva utfallet eller resultatet av skönlitteraturanvändning, ofta med hjälp av före- 

och eftertest av empati och emotionell medvetenhet, genom metastudier, och ge-

nom intervju- och enkätstudier som fokuserar på studenters upplevelse av att ta 

del av skönlitteratur, film och poesi som en del i deras läkarutbildning. Samman-

fattningsvis kan sägas att dessa studier visar att studenter ofta uppskattar skönlit-

teratur i sin utbildning, att skönlitteraturens effekter ofta mäts i före- och efter-test 

av empati och närliggande begrepp, samt att dessa effektstudier ger ett visst stöd 
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för att skönlitteratur kan ha en positiv effekt på studenters empati. Det finns två 

artiklar som visar på empiriska fynd från fiktionssamtal på läkarutbildningen: en 

artikel av Petersson och Årheim (2010) som beskriver hur studenter relaterar till 

fiktiva karaktärer som om de vore verkliga personer, och en artikel av Scoy et al. 

(2018) som visar att ett speciellt analysverktyg för kommunikationskvalitet kan 

användas på data från smågrupps-seminarier i medicinsk humaniora. Förutom 

dessa undantag finns det, såvitt jag vet, inga andra empiriska studier av skönlitte-

raturbearbetningens praktik, så som fiktionsseminarier och andra typer av semi-

narier där studenter samtalar om fiktionsupplevelsen.  

 

Fiktion, emotion och interaktion 

Det finns i nuläget ingen empirisk forskning om den pedagogiska praktiken kring 

fiktionssamtal på läkarutbildningen, som illustrerar hur studenter och handledare 

i samtal om skönlitteratur, film och poesi konstruerar de emotionella aspekterna 

av läkaryrket, och hur de konstruerar de professionella emotionella förmågor som 

krävs av en läkare. Därför kommer här en kort redogörelse över några relaterade 

forskningsfält, nämligen forskning om fiktion och emotion, samt interaktionell 

forskning om emotion och fiktion.  

 

I denna avhandling används ett läsar-centrerat perspektiv på fiktion, emotion och 

läsning, där läsarens emotionella reaktion ses som en effekt av det relationella 

sambandet mellan läsare och text. Forskning inom detta fält har visat att fiktion 

skapar möjlighet till identifikation på ett sätt som inte sker med facktexter 

(Hakemulder, 2000). Forskning som fokuserar på de textuella element av en skön-

litterär text som väcker emotionella reaktioner i läsaren, har funnit att beskriv-

ningar av karaktärer och de händelser som de är med om väcker både 
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känslomässiga minnen och ’omedelbara’ känslor i läsaren (Cupchik et al., 1998). 

Annan forskning som mer fokuserar på vilka egenskaper läsaren har som möjliggör 

emotionella reaktioner, har funnit att läsare som uppvisar hög transportation, det 

vill säga en stor förmåga att låta sig ’sugas in’ i en litterär text, också uppvisar hög 

empati och hög prosocial förmåga i texter (Kuiken et al., 2004). Forskning som 

istället studerar hur människor talar om fiktion, visar att känslomässiga reaktioner 

är ett vanligt och viktigt samtalsämne (Peplow, 2016). I detta sammanhang kan 

nämnas fältet diskursiv receptionsforskning (Eriksson, 2002) där diskursiv psyko-

logi används på data med boksamtal för att på ett detaljerat sätt illustrera proces-

serna när läsare tillsammans skapar en förståelse över den text de har läst. 

 

Forskning om interaktion och känslor är ett expansivt fält inom diskursiv psyko-

logi och konversationsanalys. Från detta fält kan sägas att känslor i institutionella 

sammanhang konstrueras utefter de förväntningar som finns på de olika parterna 

i sådan interaktion (Heritage & Lindström, 2012), att känslor kan användas för att 

koordinera handlingar mellan olika personer (Melander Bowden, 2019) och att 

känslor kan användas för att konstruera dolt motstånd mot auktoriteter (Cekaite, 

2020). Sammanfattningsvis kan sägas att olika former av känslor och affektiva po-

sitioneringar är något som deltagare av interaktion tillsammans konstruerar och 

orienterar mot som något som kräver förklaring eller motivering.  

Diskursiv psykologi som teoretiskt perspektiv 

Denna avhandling använder diskursiv psykologi (DP) som teoretiskt, metodolo-

giskt och analytiskt ramverk, och då specifikt den grenen av DP som använder sig 

av etnometodologiska och konversationsanalytiska metoder för att förstå 
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interaktion i sin egen kontext (Tileagă & Stokoe, 2016). DP som begrepp myntades 

av Derek Edwards och Jonathan Potter (Edwards & Potter, 1992) som en slags re-

aktion mot det kognitivistiska fokus som dominerade dåtidens psykologiska forsk-

ning, där prat och kommunikation sågs som reflektioner av folks tankar, känslor 

och upplevelser. DP analyserar istället hur människor tillsammans skapar psyko-

logiska fenomen så som tankar, känslor och upplevelser, och hur dessa psykolo-

giska fenomen kan förstås utifrån hur de konstrueras, utmanas och används i in-

teraktion. Detta bygger på det sociokulturella perspektiv på världen som ligger till 

grund för diskursiv psykologi, där verkligheten kan förstås som något som skapas 

av människor i interaktion (Edwards, 2012; Wiggins, 2017). Mänskliga upplevel-

ser, tankar och känslor förstås därmed som något som åstadkoms i interaktion och 

som i sin tur påverkar och förändrar den subjektiva värld som människor bygger 

upp genom hur de relaterar till varandra.  

 

Inom DP analyseras interaktion i den kontext där den sker. Detta är viktigt därför 

att interaktion både formas av och formar sin kontext. Till exempel, hur någon 

skrattar eller gråter påverkas av vilka som är där vid tillfället och vilken slags situ-

ation det är: en lektion i ett klassrum eller en fikaträff med kompisar. Samtidigt 

påverkas kontexten av det som sker i den (Wiggins, 2017). I denna avhandling ana-

lyseras den interaktion som sker i relation till den institutionella kontext (läkarut-

bildningen) där den sker. Hur deltagare av interaktion orienterar till såväl kontext 

som de interaktionella handlingar som sker i denna kontext, styr analysen av in-

teraktionen.  

 

Ett sätt att förstå hur deltagare i interaktion orienterar till psykologiska fenomen 

så som de konstrueras genom ord och multimodala resurser så som röst, kropp och 
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rörelse, är genom en detaljerad analys av yttranden och hur de besvaras. Detta fo-

kus på detaljerad mikroanalys av interaktion genom detaljerade transkriptioner är 

delar av konversationsanalys, som i den form av DP som används i avhandlingen 

är en viktig pusselbit i analysarbetet för att kunna få syn på beskrivningar, värde-

ringar och kategorier som människor använder sig av (Kent, 2016). 

 

I denna avhandling finns ett specifikt fokus på emotion som ur ett diskursivt psy-

kologiskt perspektiv kan förstås som interaktionella resurser som konstrueras i in-

teraktion för att åstadkomma olika sociala handlingar och fenomen såsom identi-

tetsskapande eller ansvarsutkrävande (Edwards, 1999). I det perspektivet kan 

känslouttryck (som ”jag är arg”) eller konstruktioner av affekt (som darrande röst, 

skratt eller gråt) förstås inte som direkta speglingar av personers inre känslomäss-

iga upplevelser, utan som interaktionella handlingar som skapas tillsammans med 

andra. Emotion i denna avhandling analyseras dels utifrån hur känslor som affek-

tiv positionering används i sociala handlingar när studenter pratar om emotionella 

upplevelser de har eller har haft, dels hur professionella känslor som en aspekt av 

läkaryrket och som de professionella emotionella förmågor som läkare behöver be-

sitta, konstrueras av studenter och lärare när de diskuterar det framtida yrkeslivet.  

 

När studenter och handledare ’gör känslor’ på olika sätt i mina data, så förhåller 

de sig samtidigt till subjekt-objekt-relationer. Denna term innebär att en talare kan 

referera till ting i världen (objekts-sidan) eller till element av sin egen påstådda 

personlighet eller upplevelse (subjekts-sidan), som argument eller motivation eller 

stöd för sitt uttalande (Edwards, 2007).  
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Metod och analys 

Data till denna avhandling kommer från två svenska läkarutbildningar, kallade 

Grönstad och Blåby. Datainsamlingen gjordes under 2016-2018 med hjälp av vi-

deo- och ljudinspelningar, och datamaterialet består av 58 timmars video- och 

ljudinspelningar av 36 litteraturseminarier. På grund av materialets omfattning 

var det inte möjligt att grovtranskribera hela materialet, och därför har materialet 

initialt analyserats genom att detaljerade anteckningar har förts i programmet Max 

QDA under videouppspelningen. Analysen har följt en iterativ process där anteck-

ningarna har kodats, försetts med tidsstämplar kopplade till videofilen, och sam-

manfogats i större grupper eller teman. Videofilerna har sedan spelats igen, och 

nya anteckningar och koder har skapats. Denna process pågick tills hela data-

materialet var kodat. Syftet med denna process var att illustrera och beskriva hela 

datamaterialet utifrån de ämnen som studenter och handledare pratade om. Uti-

från dessa grupper av koder skapades videoklippssamlingar med olika teman, som 

grovtranskriberades. Genom denna process urskilde sig temat känslor som något 

som deltagarna återkom till på olika sätt, till exempel genom känslouttryck som 

”jag blev arg på karaktären” eller genom konstruktioner av affekt, som skratt eller 

darrande röst. Detta tema blev det övergripande temat för alla fyra artiklar i av-

handlingen, och videoklippen som hörde till temat detaljtranskriberades med 

hjälp av det jeffersonska systemet (Jefferson, 2004; Hepburn & Bolden, 2012). 

Analysen vidareutvecklades därefter genom en iterativ process mellan videoklipp, 

transkription och analytiska kommentarer, där analysen fördjupades för varje steg 

med hjälp av diskursiva hjälpmedel (Wiggins, 2017).  
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Resultat 

Resultaten i denna avhandling visar att affektiv positionering (’affective stance’) 

används som en resurs som är förbehållen studenter. Denna resurs är flexibel och 

kan användas för en rad sociala handlingar, som att konstruera både intensitet och 

kontroll, att attribuera känslomässiga reaktioner antingen till ett objekt i världen 

så som en karaktär i en bok, eller till sig själv som varande en påstått ’lättrörd’ 

person. Affektiva positioneringar konstrueras ofta multimodalt genom kombinat-

ioner av känslo-kategorier och kroppsspråk, röst och mimik. Studenter och hand-

ledare orienterar till affektiva positioneringar som något som kräver motivering 

eller ansvarsutkrävande.  

 

När det gäller konstruktionen av professionella känslor, vilket innefattar både kon-

struktioner av de känslomässiga aspekterna av läkaryrket, och de professionella 

emotionella förmågor som studenterna måste lära sig för att kunna möta de fram-

tida känslomässiga utmaningarna i yrket, så görs dessa av både studenter och 

handledare. Genom att konstruera läkaryrket som ett yrke som innefattar emot-

ionellt arbete (’emotional labour’), så skapar studenter och handledare tillsam-

mans en bild av läkaryrkets känslomässiga regler som varande både flexibla och 

föränderliga, och beroende av patientens reaktioner såväl som läkarens egen upp-

levda känslomässighet. Emotionellt arbete blir därigenom en konstruktion av kon-

stant förhandling och anpassning till olika känslomässiga aspekter.  

 

Studenter orienterar till lärande av emotionella förmågor som en problematisk 

aspekt av interaktionen, då de samtidigt behöver fokusera på att konstruera sig 

själva som ’vanliga studenter’ som inte försöker skryta eller hävda sig gentemot 
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sina kamrater (Benwell & Stokoe, 2005). Detta blir också tydligt när studenter om-

beds att reflektera över sitt lärande under fiktionssamtalen. Även om de flesta stu-

denterna konstruerar sina reflektioner som ett ’förändrat tillstånd’ där de nu har 

förmågor och kunskaper som de inte hade innan, så är det också ett mindre antal 

studenter som uppvisar motstånd mot denna tanke och som hävdar att de inte har 

lärt sig något. Dock kan studenterna genom detta motstånd ändå illustrera sitt 

medverkande i den reflekterande praktik som fiktionssamtalen utgör. Detta gör att 

de kan bevara sin identitet som ’vanliga studenter’ men ändå nå målen för semi-

narierna.  

 

Denna avhandling bidrar till vitt skilda fält genom sitt tvärvetenskapliga fokus på 

skärningspunkten mellan fiktion, interaktion och läkarutbildning. Studien bidrar 

till kunskap om fiktionssamtal som pedagogisk praktik på läkarutbildningen, till 

interaktionell forskning om känslor och emotioner, och till läsar-fokuserad littera-

turvetenskaplig forskning om hur läsare tillsammans konstruerar mening i en 

skönlitterär text.  
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APPENDIX 1 - Information letter to students 
 
Hej! 
 
Jag heter Anja Rydén Gramner och är doktorand i pedagogik vid Linköpings universi-
tet. Du som får det här brevet är student på läkarutbildningen vid Lunds universitet. Jag 
är intresserad av hur det går till när skönlitteratur används läkarutbildningen. Syftet med 
min studie är att öka kunskapen om hur skönlitteratur används i utbildning. Fokus är på 
interaktionen mellan dem som deltar i seminariet, och hur ni pratar om den litteratur ni 
har läst. Jag skulle därför vilja komma och spela in seminariet där du och din basgrupp 
diskuterar skönlitteratur. På introduktionsföreläsningen så fick du se en liten film där jag 
presenterade mig och min studie. Jag fick din kontaktinformation av Ola Brorson som är 
kursansvarig lärare för denna kurs.  
  
Hur går studien till? 
Studien går till så att jag eller min handledare Katarina Eriksson-Barajas spelar in din 
grupps litteratur/filmseminarium med en eller flera videokameror (eller eventuellt digital 
audioinspelare). Någon av oss kommer att vara närvarande innan seminariet för att du 
och din grupp ska få möjlighet att ställa frågor. Som forskare kommer jag inte att ha någon 
del i planering eller utförande av seminariet. De ska alltså genomföras precis som de hade 
gjorts även om jag inte spelade in det. Forskningsprojektet är granskat av Regionala etik-
prövningsnämnden i Linköping. Nämnden bedömer inte att projektet omfattas av lagen 
(2003:460) om etikprövning av forskning som avser människor, utan gav oss i ett rådgi-
vande yttrande klartecken att genomföra studien (dnr 2016/132-31). 

  
Hantering av data och sekretess 
Det som sägs på de inspelade seminarierna kommer att behandlas konfidentiellt. Vide-
oupptagningarna kommer att analyseras av mig och min handledare. I enstaka fall kan 
kortare klipp från inspelningarna visas för den närmsta forskargruppen i syfte att få hjälp 
med analysen av materialet – dessa klipp kommer då att vara belagda med filter så att 
varken ansikten eller röst går att känna igen. Jag visade en stillbild som exempel på hur 
filtret kan se ut, i min presentationsfilm. De analyser som publiceras kommer att utgå från 
anonymiserade transkriptioner av det som sagts under seminarierna, samt eventuellt nå-
gon stillbild från videoinspelningen. Om någon stillbild används kommer den också vara 
belagd med filter. Videoinspelningarna kommer att förvaras på en separat hårddisk som 
kommer att vara inlåst och endast hanteras av mig och min handledare på universitetet. 

  
För att inte störa undervisningen behöver alla i basgruppen ta ett beslut om att vilja 
delta. Du får också gärna maila mig frågor eller funderingar du har kring hur inspelningen 
av seminarierna kommer att gå till. I ditt mail räcker det att du skriver JA eller NEJ till 
deltagande. Ingen annan kommer få veta vad du har svarat. Skriv gärna GRUPP 8 i med-
delanderaden.  
  
Jag är tacksam om du meddelar ja eller nej så fort som möjligt efter att du läst detta in-
formationsbrev. Om alla i din grupp har mailat mig och tackat ja, så kommer jag eller min 
handledare att vara närvarande på ert seminarium för att samla in data. Om någon tackar 
nej kommer jag inte att samla in data från ert seminarium. Om gruppen deltar eller inte 



 
 

 

påverkar självklart inte era lärares bedömning av seminariet. Du får när som helst avbryta 
ditt deltagande i studien om du så önskar. 
  
Om du har några frågor om studien är du varmt välkommen att höra av dig till anja.gram-
ner@liu.se eller min handledare professor Katarina Eriksson-Barajas katarina.eriks-
son.barajas@liu.se, 013-28 27 35. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

APPENDIX 2 - Information letter to tutors 
 
Hej! 
 
Jag heter Anja Rydén Gramner och är doktorand i pedagogik vid Linköpings universitet. 
Jag har fått ditt namn genom Jenny Lindberg och Ola Brorsson på läkarutbildningen vid 
Lunds universitet. Jag är intresserad av hur det går till när skönlitteratur används på pro-
fessionsutbildningar som läkarutbildningen. Syftet med min studie är att öka kunskapen 
om hur skönlitteratur används för att skapa förutsättningar för lärande. Fokus är på inter-
aktionen mellan dem som deltar i seminariet, och hur ni pratar om den litteratur ni har 
läst. Jag skulle därför vilja komma och spela in seminarier där du och din basgrupp dis-
kuterar de skönlitterära verk ni har läst. Jag skulle också i förekommande fall vilja samla 
in studenters skrivna alster kopplade till skönlitteraturläsningen. Jag söker på detta sätt 
ditt medgivande att delta för att sen kunna kontakta dina studenter och tillfråga dem om 
de vill vara med i min studie.  
 
Hur går studien till? 
Studien går till så att jag eller min handledare, Katarina Eriksson-Barajas, spelar in din 
basgrupps litteraturseminarier med en eller flera videokameror (eller eventuellt digital 
audioinspelare). Jag eller min handledare kommer att vara närvarande innan seminarierna 
för att du och din basgrupp ska få möjlighet att ställa frågor. Som forskare kommer jag 
inte att ha någon del i planering eller utförande av seminarierna. De ska alltså genomföras 
precis som de hade gjorts även om jag inte spelade in dem. Forskningsprojektet är grans-
kat av Regionala etikprövningsnämnden i Linköping. Nämnden bedömer inte att projektet 
omfattas av lagen (2003:460) om etikprövning av forskning som avser människor utan 
gav oss klartecken att genomföra studien i ett rådgivande yttrande (dnr 2016/132-31). 
  
Hantering av data och sekretess 
Det som sägs på de inspelade seminarierna kommer att behandlas konfidentiellt. Vide-
oupptagningarna kommer att analyseras av mig och min handledare. I enstaka fall kan 
kortare klipp från inspelningarna visas för den närmsta forskargruppen i syfte att få hjälp 
med analysen av materialet – de kommer då att vara belagda med filter så att varken 
ansikten eller röst går att känna igen. De analyser som publiceras kommer att utgå från 
anonymiserade transkriptioner av det som sagts under seminarierna samt eventuellt någon 
stillbild från videoinspelningen. Om någon stillbild används kommer den också vara be-
lagd med filter. Videoinspelningarna kommer att förvaras på en separat hårddisk som 
kommer att vara inlåst och endast hanteras av mig och min handledare på universitetet. 
Texter kommer att anonymiseras.  
  
Det jag först behöver från dig som handledare är ett svar på om du vill delta i min studie. 
Om du tackar ja kommer jag att kontakta dina studenter för att få godkännande från dem. 
Alla studenter i din basgrupp behöver tacka ja. Om en person tackar nej kommer jag inte 
att spela in era seminarier. Detta för att inte störa undervisningen. Du får när som helst 
avbryta ditt deltagande i studien om du så önskar. 
 
 
Om du har några frågor om studien är du varmt välkommen att höra av dig till anja.gram-
ner@liu.se eller min handledare professor Katarina Eriksson-Barajas katarina.eriks-
son.barajas@liu.se, 013-28 27 35.  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

APPENDIX 3 – Transcription symbols  
 
Adapted from Jefferson (2004), Hepburn and Bolden (2013), and Mondada (2018) 
 
 

Symbol Definition and use 
[yeah] 
[okay] 

Overlapping talk 

= End of one TCU and beginning of next begin with no gap/pause  
in between (sometimes a slight overlap if there is speaker change). 
Can also be used when TCU continues on new line in transcript 

(.)  Brief interval, usually between 0.08 and 0.2 seconds 
(1.4) Time (in absolute seconds) between end of a word and beginning  

of next. 
Alternative method: “none-one-thousand-two-one-thousand…”:  
0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 seconds, etc. 

Word 
 

Underlining indicates emphasis 
Placement indicates which syllable(s) are emphasised 

Wo-word Cut-off of word which is then repeated or reformulated 
wo::rd Colon indicates prolonged vowel or consonant 

One or two colons common, three or more colons only 
in extreme cases. 

word 
word 

Marked shift in pitch, up ()or down (). 
Double arrows can be used with extreme pitch shifts. 

ss Several students responding in the same way at the same time, for 
example through laughter or giving continuers (mm, yeah) 

°word° Degree sign indicate syllables or words distinctly quieter  
than surrounding speech by the same speaker 

<word Pre-positioned left carat indicates a hurried start of a  
word, typically at TCU beginning 

word- A dash indicates a cut-off. In phonetic terms this is typically  
a glottal stop 

>word< Right/left carats indicate increased speaking rate (speeding up) 
>word< Left/right carats indicate decreased speaking rate (slowing down) 
.hhh Inbreath. Three letters indicate ‘normal’ duration. Longer  

or shorter inbreaths indicated with fewer or more letters. 
hhh 
 
whhord 

Outbreath. Three letters indicate ‘normal’ duration. Longer  
or shorter inbreaths indicated with fewer or more letters. 
Can also indicate aspiration/breathiness if within a word  
(not laughter) 

w(h)ord Indicates abrupt spurts of breathiness, as in laughing while  
talking 

£word£ Pound sign indicates smiley voice, or suppressed laughter 
~word~ Tilde sign indicates shaky voice (as in crying) 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*    * delimit descriptions of one speaker’s actions 
+    +   descriptions of another speaker’s actions. etc.  for each partic-

ipant, a specific symbol is used 
*--> action described continues to subsequent lines 
*-->> action described continues until and after the end of the excerpt 
 ----
>*   

action described continues until the same symbol is reached 

>>- action described begins before the beginning of the excerpt 
.... preparation of the action 
,,,,, retraction of the action 
cha participant doing the action is identified in lower case 

when s/he is not the current speaker or when the gesture is made 
during a pause 

 im   image; frame grab 
 #   indicates the exact moment at which the frame grab was recorded 
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besieged heart

besieged heart

enduring heart

enduring heart

constant heart
constant heart

fertile heart
fertile heart

feral heartferal heart

humble heart
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tempestuous heart

tempestuous heart

restrained heart

restrained heart

foul heart
foul heart

neglected heart
neglected heart

celestial heart
celestial heart

effulgent heart
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